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ABSTRACT
This dissertation consists of three essays that investigate issues in commodity investing and
volatility risk in commodity futures markets.
The first essay evaluates the usefulness of commodities in a portfolio by examining mul-
tiple commodity instrument tools and by controlling for estimation error. Using data from
three generations of commodity indices and 15 individual commodity futures for 1991-2015,
we find that including most commodities does little to improve the portfolio’s Sharpe ratio
especially in an out-of-sample context. The only exception is the third-generation com-
modity index that embeds a momentum strategy and can substantially enhance portfolio
performance. When shrinkage estimators are used to reduce estimation errors in expected
returns, the resulting portfolios are more diversified and stable over time, and more impor-
tant, commodities play a much smaller role in terms of risk reduction in those portfolios.
Our findings suggest that investors should be more cautious and selective in commodity
investment activities.
The second essay examines the impact of commodity index investment on WTI crude oil
prices by focusing on mapping algorithms. Previous studies employ mapping algorithms to
infer index positions in WTI crude oil from positions in agricultural commodities and find
an economically large and statistically significant impact of index positions on oil prices.
We provide direct evidence that the identified impact of index investment from mapping
algorithms is highly questionable, with the entire forecasting power coming from 2008. More
specifically, an idiosyncratic spike in agricultural index positions during 2008, coupled with
the spike in oil prices, causes the spurious impact of index investment on crude oil futures
prices found in earlier studies.
The third essay investigates the pricing of volatility risk in agricultural commodity mar-
kets by examining delta-neutral straddle gains. Within a stochastic volatility model, delta-
ii
neutral straddle gains scaled by futures price are mainly determined by volatility risk pre-
mium and its risk exposure. Using a sample of options on corn, soybeans, wheat, live cattle,
and lean hogs for 2003-2016, we find that volatility risk is priced with a negative premium in
agricultural commodity markets. Volatility risk premium shows a non-trivial term structure
with its absolute value declining sharply in maturity and approaching zero beyond three
months. Regression results reveal that volatility risk premium is related to expected volatil-
ity, time to maturity, and trading volume in futures, and becomes more evident on the day
right before the release of USDA reports.
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The last fifteen years has witnessed more structural changes in commodity futures markets
since their modern inception in 1850s. One of the historic changes is that commodity futures
markets transformed from an open outcry trading platform to an electronic trading platform.
This transformation improved market access and reduced transaction costs in commodity
futures markets to a large extent. Also, over this time period commodity futures have
become a popular asset class just like stocks and bonds for financial investors such as pension
funds. Typically, financial investors acquire the exposure to commodity futures markets via
exchange-traded funds (ETFs), exchange-traded notes (ETNs), and swaps, whose returns
are tied to an index of commodity futures prices. The index-based products make it possible
to invest a number of commodity futures without entering a single futures contract. Because
of that, commodity index investment has increase unprecedentedly since 2003. According
to the Index Investment Data (IID) from the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC), the total notional value of index investment in main commodity futures markets
was about $160 billion by June 2015, about 30-60% of open interests in futures contracts.
Concurrently, the prices of many commodities across all sectors experienced a significant rise
from 2003 to 2007 and collapsed in 2008. The rapid increase in commodity investment from
financial investors, together with the boom/bust cycle in commodity prices, has undoubtedly
aroused concerns among the public, academic, and policy circles.
The structural changes in commodity futures markets have generated a series of interest-
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ing questions and challenges for both practitioners and researchers. One issue deals with the
benefits of exposure to commodity futures. While investments in futures markets are huge,
it is not clear why financial investors have entered these markets. A common perception
is that commodity futures can provide diversification benefits to a traditional portfolio by
either enhancing return or reducing risk, or both. For example, in a highly influential work
by Gorton and Rouwenhorst (2006) they show that an equally-weighted commodity index
can provide “equity-like” returns and have a low correlation with stocks and bonds, suggest-
ing a potential diversification benefit. Whether this argument holds is clearly important to
investors and warrants a strict analysis.
The first essay, titled “Portfolio Investment: Are Commodities Useful?”, inves-
tigates the investment value of commodity futures in a portfolio framework. Since the new
form of investment in commodity futures markets is mainly linked to commodity indices, we
consider a broad range of commodity investment tools including three generations of com-
modity indices and 15 individual commodity futures. We also use a shrinkage estimator to
control for estimation error in expected return when constructing portfolios, which is often
ignored by previous research but plays a critical role in reality. Results show that including
first- and second-generation commodity indices as well as most individual commodity fu-
tures fails to improve the portfolio’s Sharpe ratio. In contrast, third-generation commodity
index, based on a momentum strategy, substantially enhances portfolio performance. When
estimation error is reduced, the resulting portfolios are more diversified and stable over time,
and more importantly, commodities play a much smaller role in those portfolios. A direction
implication is that investors should be cautious about commodity investing and be more
selective in investment tools and strategies.
A more important question on financial investment in commodity futures markets is about
its market impact. A widely-spread view is that index investment imposed strong buying
pressure and caused the spike in commodity prices. Numerous studies have examined the
impact of index investment on futures prices but not reached a consensus conclusion. The
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main reason lies in the lack of a precise measurement of index positions, making it difficult
to identify a genuine market impact. Among those studies, a few use mapping algorithms
to generate index positions in crude oil from those in agricultural commodities and find a
statistically significant and economically large impact of index positions on oil prices (e.g.,
Singleton, 2014). Others find no impact based on different index position measures including
positions from various CFTC reports and index funds. Explaining the contradictory results
in the literature is am important priority.
The second essay, titled “Mapping Algorithms, Agricultural Futures, and the Re-
lationship between Commodity Investment Flows and Crude Oil Futures Prices”,
examines the accuracy of mapping algorithms and shows how index positions based on map-
ping algorithms may produce misleading results. We first show that the price impact of
index positions based on mapping algorithms is mainly from the crisis period of 2008 and
fails to persist over a more recent period. Next, we show that mapping algorithms work
only if there is a fixed ratio relation in index positions between crude oil and agricultural
commodities. However, this assumption fails the test using real position data. Moreover,
index positions in crude oil based on mapping algorithms have a hump during 2008 driven by
position changes of a few agricultural commodities. It is the idiosyncratic hump behavior of
agricultural index positions during 2008, in parallel with the spike of oil prices, that causes
a spurious impact of index investment on crude oil prices. Our findings suggest that any
policy move should be cautious given the lack of compelling evidence about a large price
impact of financial investment in commodity futures market.
Regardless of the reason, changes in price volatility in futures markets pose important
challenges for market participants. Similar to prices, volatility also fluctuated substantially
over the last fifteen years, with annualized monthly volatility ranging between 10% and 65%
for grains and 5% and 40% for livestock. An increase in volatility may cause a deterioration
of hedging effectiveness for futures or raise the cost of using options. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to explain and forecast volatility particularly in an out-of-sample context. These
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difficulties highlight the need for a better understanding of market-related volatility risk.
The third essay, titled “Volatility Risk Premium in Selected Agricultural Com-
modity Markets: Pricing, Term Structure and Determinants”, investigates the
pricing of volatility risk in agricultural commodity markets. Using delta-neutral straddle
gains scaled by futures price as a proxy of volatility risk premium, we find that volatil-
ity risk is priced with a negative premium in the grains and livestock markets. Volatility
risk premium exhibits a non-trivial term structure with the absolute value declining sharply
in maturity. Regression analysis shows that volatility risk premium is related to expected
volatility, time to maturity, and futures trading volume, and becomes more evident on the
day right before the release of USDA report. Our findings suggest that it may be important
to allow for a horizon-based volatility risk premium in developing new option pricing models
and forecasting future volatility.
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CHAPTER 2
PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT: ARE COMMODITIES USEFUL?
2.1 Introduction
Investment in commodities has grown substantially since 2004, reflecting an increasing partic-
ipation of financial investors such as pension funds and endowment funds. Typically, financial
investors pursue investment in commodity futures markets through exchange-traded funds
(ETFs), exchange-traded notes (ETNs), and swaps, whose returns are tied to an index of
commodity futures prices. Unlike standard futures contracts, these index-linked instruments
allow investors access to a portfolio of commodity futures without concerns about fulfilling
margin calls, holding collaterals, or rolling futures contracts. According to the Index Invest-
ment Data (IID) released by the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC),
the total value of commodity index investment was about $160 billion by June 2015, with a
record high $256 billion in April 2011. This large inflow of index investment is based on the
perception that investors can obtain diversification benefits by including commodity futures
in their portfolios. A seminal work by Gorton and Rouwenhorst (2006) construct an equally
weighted commodity index and show that it provides equity-like returns and is negatively
correlated with equity and bond returns, suggesting that commodities could be beneficial
for a stock/bond portfolio. This result is reinforced by their recent work using an updated
dataset (Bhardwaj et al., 2015). Natural questions arise: Where do commodities and com-
modity indices fit into an investor’s portfolio, and does their usefulness offer opportunities
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for future non-traditional investors in commodity markets?
A number of studies have examined the investment potential of commodity futures in a
portfolio choice framework.1 For example, Bodie and Rosansky (1980) and Fortenbery and
Hauser (1990) show that blending individual commodity futures with stocks rarely increases
the portfolio return but reduces the portfolio risk for 1950-1976 and 1976-1985. Ankrim
and Hensel (1993), Satyanarayan and Varangis (1996), Anson (1999), and Georgiev (2001)
use the S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (SPGSCI) to represent a broad exposure to
commodities and find different degrees of improvement in portfolio performance especially in
risk reduction. Jensen et al. (2000) find that the SPGSCI takes a larger weight in the port-
folio during periods of restrictive monetary policy. In contrast, Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos
(2011) examine the SPGSCI and five individual commodity futures and find that the limited
diversification benefits of commodities identified in sample do not persist out-of-sample. You
and Daigler (2013) conclude the same by considering 39 individual financial and commodity
futures.
The above research is subject to two shortcomings. First, the scope of commodity in-
vestment tools is limited. Most studies examine the role of commodities in a portfolio using
a specific commodity index (e.g., SPGSCI). Few pay attention to the variety of commodity
indices and the different roles they may play in a portfolio. While the SPGSCI is one of the
most popular commodity indices and widely tracked by index funds, new forms of commodity
indices are continually introduced. Miffre (2014) shows that the performance of commodity
indices varies considerably depending on their construction, suggesting that the usefulness of
commodities may vary by the index considered. In addition to these broad indices, financial
investors may also invest in commodity sectors or single commodity futures. For example,
the PowerShares DB Agriculture Fund provides exposure to the agricultural sector which
1The usefulness of commodities is also examined using mean spanning tests (e.g., Galvani and Plourde,
2010; Belousova and Dorfleitner, 2012; Huang and Zhong, 2013). However, statistical significance of spanning
tests does not always correspond to economic significance because the test power is mainly driven by the
distance between the two minimum-variance portfolios rather than the tangent portfolios (Kan and Zhou,
2012).
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includes corn, soybeans, wheat, and sugar, and the United States Oil Fund tracks the per-
formance of WTI crude oil. Formal assessments on the degree to which including individual
commodity futures benefits a portfolio are scarce. Second, studies that apply portfolio the-
ory to commodity futures often ignore estimation error. Estimation error arises when the
sample mean and variance-covariance of asset returns are treated as the population values.
The impact of estimation error on portfolio optimization has been widely acknowledged in
the financial literature with the general conclusion that estimation error tends to produce
concentrated and unstable asset allocations (e.g., Chopra and Ziemba, 1993; Britten-Jones,
1999). The problem is worse in a more realistic out-of-sample setting because in-sample
distributions of asset returns often do not persist out-of-sample (Kan and Zhou, 2007). You
and Daigler (2013) is the only study that recognizes the potential effect of estimation error
by showing that the optimal portfolio weights are highly volatile due to errors in return
estimates. Failure to account for these shortcomings can influence our understanding of the
role that commodities play in portfolios particularly during periods of high volatility.
In this paper we evaluate the usefulness of commodities in a portfolio and contribute
the literature in two dimensions. First, we examine a broad range of commodity invest-
ment tools. Specifically, we consider the three generations of commodity indices classified
by Miffre (2014). First-generation commodity indices are passive and hold long positions
in contracts that are close to maturity. A typical and well-traded example is the SPGSCI.
Second-generation commodity indices improve on the first by taking positions in a set of se-
lected contracts based on the shape of futures curve. When futures markets are in contango
(backwardation), they tend to choose contracts in the front (far) end of the curve. When fu-
tures returns are related to these market situations, second-generation commodity indices are
expected to be more useful for a portfolio than first-generation indices. Unlike the first two,
third-generation commodity indices are active and incorporate commodity selection. Using
strategies (e.g., momentum rules), they attempt to improve returns by including commodities
that are expect to have high returns and by omitting commodities that are expected to have
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low returns. Depending on strategies, third-generation indices may take short positions that
allow them to benefit from a downward market. Because of this flexibility, third-generation
commodity indices are most likely to contribute to a portfolio. Since financial investors may
also invest in commodity sectors or single commodities, we examine individual commodity
futures including WTI crude oil, gold, copper, as representatives of energy, precious metals,
and industrial metals, and twelve agricultural commodities monitored by the CFTC. This is
consistent with Vivian and Wohar (2012) who argue that commodities are too diverse to be
considered an asset class. Analysis of these various proxies helps us determine whether the
usefulness of commodities varies by the type of investment tools.
Second, we explicitly control for estimation error in the portfolio optimization by using
shrinkage estimates for expected returns. For equities and bonds, shrinkage estimates are
constructed as a weighted average of sample estimate and a prior, based on Black and Litter-
man’s (1992) procedure. For commodities prior returns are assumed to be zero, consistent
with findings in the literature (e.g., Erb and Harvey, 2006; Sanders and Irwin, 2012) and
our own calculations that show returns to individual commodity futures and some indices
do not differ from zero. Use of shrinkage estimates enables us to directly address You and
Daigler’s (2013) concern about the effect of estimation error on our understanding on the
role of commodities in a portfolio. Note that shrinkage estimation can also be applied to the
variance-covariance matrix. However, much less work has been done on expected variance
and covariance leading to higher possibility of error in establishing priors. More important,
we focus on the mean because estimation error in mean has a much larger influence (e.g.,
Best and Grauer, 1991; Adam et al., 1996).
The data consist of monthly returns of multiple asset types from January 1991 through
December 2015. We construct benchmark portfolios using U.S. equities, U.S. bonds, global
equities, and global bonds, and assess the effect of adding commodity indices and individual
commodity futures. Mean-variance (MV) optimization with sample and shrinkage estimates
for expected returns are implemented in both in- and out-of-sample settings. The results
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suggest that including most individual commodity futures except live cattle does not signifi-
cantly improve the portfolio performance measured by the Sharpe ratio. Similarly, including
first- or second-generation commodity indices fails to increase the portfolio’s Sharpe ratio,
but evidence does emerge that third-generation commodity indices which either increase
returns or decrease risk (or both) lead to enhanced portfolio performance. In addition, con-
trolling for estimation error with shrinkage estimates leads to more diversified and stable
portfolios in which commodities play a much smaller role. This confirms You and Daigler’s
(2013) conjecture that failure to account for estimation error influences our understanding
on the usefulness of commodities in a portfolio. Our results are consistent over multiple
robustness checks.
2.2 Data
To investigate the role of commodities in a portfolio, we first construct a benchmark portfolio
that includes four asset types—U.S. equities, U.S. bonds, global equities, and global bonds.
U.S. equity market is represented by the S&P 500 Index—one of the most followed equity
indices. The Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is chosen to reflect the performance of
investment grade bonds including treasury bonds, government agency bonds, mortgage-
backed bonds, corporate bonds, and a small amount of foreign bonds traded in the U.S..
Global equity market is measured by the MSCI World Index (ex U.S.), which covers securities
from 23 countries and is often used as a benchmark for global stock funds. The JPMorgan
Global Aggregate Bond Index which tracks instruments from over 60 countries is used to
represent global bond markets.
With regards to commodities, we use the S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (SPGSCI),
the Deutsche Bank Optimum Yield Commodity Index (DBOYCI), and the Morningstar
Long-Short Commodity Index (MSLSCI) to represent the three generations of commodity
indices classified by Miffre (2014) and discussed earlier. Table 2.1 shows characteristics of
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these indices. They are all broad, covering 14–26 commodity markets which include energy,
metals, agriculture, and livestock. The crucial distinctions lie in the selection of contracts
along futures curve and strategies employed. Specifically, SPGSCI invests in the most liq-
uid contracts and DBOICY chooses contracts with the maximum implied roll yield.2 Both
provide passive investment by holding long-only positions. In contrast, MSLSCI relies on
a momentum rule to determine its long or short positions every month—taking a long in
the subsequent month if current price exceeds the past 12-month moving average and tak-
ing short otherwise.3 These three particular commodity indices, identified in Miffres (2014)
classification, are active in the market, tracked by large funds, and have historical data back
to 1991, which is uncommon. Another set of indices are used for a robustness check. Data
on equities, bonds, and commodity indices are collected from the Bloomberg database.
A potential concern is that the performance of commodity indices is difficult to achieve
in practice. We argue that this is unlikely to be true in our case. The commodity indices we
choose are designed to be tradable and actually tracked by at least one fund. For example, the
largest funds tracking the three commodity indices are the iShares S&P GSCI Commodity-
Indexed Trust, the PowerShares DB Commodity Index Tracking Fund, and the Nuveen
Long/Short Commodity Total Return Fund. Returns to these commodity indices can be
realized by simply buying shares of the funds. It is possible that these funds do not track
the indices perfectly, but the tracking errors are generally small. Define daily tracking error as
the difference in returns between the share prices of the fund and the prices of the underlying
index. The average annual tracking errors are 0.35%, -0.31%, and -2.93% for the three funds,
respectively. The relatively large tracking error of the third fund is mainly attributed to its
early period. When the first year is excluded, the tracking error of the third fund reduces to
-0.48%. These suggest that commodity index returns are attainable in practice.
In addition to commodity indices, we consider WTI crude oil, gold, and copper to rep-
2Implied roll yield is defined as the price difference between futures contracts scaled by the difference in
maturity. See DBOYCI index guide. https://index.db.com/
3See MSLSCI fact sheet. http://corporate.morningstar.com/US/documents/Indexes/
CommodityFactsheet.pdf
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resent the energy, precious metal, and industrial metal sectors as well as twelve agricultural
commodities, including cocoa, coffee, cotton, sugar, feeder cattle, lean hogs, live cattle, corn,
soybeans, soybean oil, Chicago Soft Red Winter (SRW) wheat, and Kansas Hard Red Win-
ter (HRW) wheat. The prices of individual commodity futures are from the Commodity
Research Bureau.
The data consist of monthly returns of assets from January 1991 through December 2015.
Returns are calculated as the percentage changes in prices,
returnt = (ln pt − ln pt−1)× 100, (2.1)
where pt is closing price on the last trading day in month t. Equation (2.1) generates
total returns for equities, bonds, and commodity indices, and excess returns are obtained
by subtracting the 1-month Libor rate. For individual commodity futures, equation (2.1)
produces excess returns since investing in futures requires no principal except a small amount
of margin. In addition, returns to individual commodity futures are based on prices of near-
by contracts and adjusted for roll dates (see appendix in Singleton, 2014).
Table 2.2 reports annualized mean and standard deviation of excess returns. For 1991-
2015 investing in U.S. equities achieved an average return 6.29% per year with a standard
deviation 14.55%, while global equities performed poorly with lower average return (0.07%)
and slightly higher risk (16.67%). Relative to equities, investing in U.S. or global bonds is less
profitable but bears much lower risk. Average returns for the three generations commodity
indices are -3.43%, 2.37%, and 4.43%, and the corresponding standard deviations are 21.24%,
17.12%, and 10.27%. There is a clear pattern in terms of increasing return and reducing
risk in these indices. This can also be graphically shown in Figure 2.1, which plots the three
commodity indices and the S&P 500 index for 1991-2015 with initial values normalized to
100. Average returns to individual commodity futures vary considerably, ranging from 8.36%
(soybeans) to -7.26% (Cotton), with most exhibiting large standard deviations except gold,
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live cattle, and feeder cattle. We also report test results in column p, providing p-values for
the hypothesis that the mean excess returns equal zero. Seven markets show significantly
positive returns at a 10% significance level including US equities, US bonds, global bonds,
MSLSCI, soybeans, live cattle, and feeder cattle. The strong performance of MSLSCI may
be related to its embedded strategy. Returns of most individual commodity futures do not
differ from zero, consistent with findings by Erb and Harvey (2006) and Sanders and Irwin
(2012) that the historical returns for individual commodities are almost zero. Significant
returns in cattle markets may be due to the time-varying risk premium found by Frank and
Garcia (2009) or the cyclical upward movement in cattle prices.
Table 2.2 also reports the mean and standard deviation of excess returns for temporal
subsamples. To reflect the rise in commodity prices beginning in 2004 and the collapse
following financial crisis in mid-2008, we consider four subsamples—1991–2003, 2004–2007,
2008–2015, and 2009–2015. The last subsample excludes the impact of market crash in 2008.
Wide differences in asset performance can be identified across subsamples. For example, U.S.
equities produce higher returns prior to 2004 and post 2008, while global equities perform
best for 2004–2007. The DBOYCI provides consistently higher excess return and lower
standard deviation than the SPGSCI, while the MSLSCI shows moderate excess return but
the lowest standard deviation compared with the other two indices.4 Excess returns for
individual commodity futures are higher in the commodity boom period 2004–2007 except
for cocoa, cotton, corn, and soybeans. Standard deviations for most assets do not change
much across subsamples, albeit with a mild increase in 2008.
Table 2.3 provides correlations between asset excess returns. U.S. equities are highly
4Recall the DBOYCI and MSLSCI were launched in 2006 and 2007, respectively, and historical data
were generated from backfilling. This may introduce look ahead biases since the way these indices are
constructed and the strategies may be unknown to earlier investors. If so, the question is how it might
affect the relative performance of the indices through time. We argue that the effect will likely be smaller
in the latter part of the sample as the later observations were generated based on procedures available at
the time. Using the summary statistics in Table 2.2 for the periods 1991–2003, 2004–2007, and 2008–2015,
it is clear that the relative performance of the three generation indices does not change appreciably except
for the commodity boom period. The third generation index is superior with either higher returns or lower
standard deviations except for the second-generation DBOYCI in the boom period. Hence, our analysis of
the relative performance presented in the paper should not be adversely affected.
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correlated with global equities (0.8) but are weakly correlated with U.S. and global bonds
(0.07 and 0.12). The correlation coefficients between U.S. equities and three commodity
indices are 0.25, 0.28, and -0.11, suggesting that the MSLSCI behaves differently than the
first two generations indices. This is further confirmed by correlations between the three
commodity indices. The SPGSCI and DBOYCI are highly correlated (0.92), but both show
only a moderate correlation with the MSLSCI. The last column provides average correlations
between equities or bonds and 15 individual commodity futures returns.5 U.S. bonds are
highly correlated with global bonds and almost uncorrelated with commodities throughout
the sample, and global equities and bonds seem to have higher correlations with commodities
than U.S. equities and bonds. One possible explanation is that commodity markets espe-
cially raw materials are globally priced and their performance depends more on emerging
economies.
2.3 Methods
This section presents the procedures that are used to evaluate the investment value of vari-
ous commodity products. First, we review the standard mean-variance (MV) optimization.
Then, we focus on the importance of estimation error and introduce the shrinkage estimates
for expected returns to mitigate the adverse effects of estimation error. Finally, we describe
the implementation of portfolio optimization under in-sample and out-of-sample settings.
2.3.1 MV optimization
Markowitz’s (1952) MV optimization is by far the most common framework to study the
portfolio choice problem.6 Assume that there are N risky assets with a random return
5Since we add one commodity to the portfolio at a time, the pairwise correlations between individual
commodities do not matter.
6The MV maximization is equivalent to the expected utility maximization only if investors have quadratic
utility functions or the asset returns are jointly normally distributed. In general, the MV maximization can
only be regarded as the second-order approximation of the expected utility maximization. Nevertheless,
Kroll et al. (1984) show that the MV optimization can provide a good approximation for various utility
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vector r̃ and a risk-free asset with known return rf . Define excess return as r̃
e = r̃ −
rf ι, ι = [1, 1, ..., 1]
′, with the mean and variance-covariance denoted by µ = E[r̃e] and
Σ = E[(r̃e−µ)(r̃e−µ)′]. Given a weight vector w = [w1, w2, ..., wN ]′ the portfolio’s expected
return and variance are w′µ and w′Σw, respectively. When there is a risk-free asset, Tobin’s
two-fund separation theorem implies that all investors should hold a combination of the






, s.t. w′ι = 1, ι′ = [1, 1, ..., 1], (2.2)
Non-negative constraints are imposed on asset weights, consistent with the common practice
that most investors only hold long asset positions.
2.3.2 Estimation error and shrinkage estimates
The standard MV optimization, despite its theoretical appeal, does not always perform well
in practice. A major problem is that the mean and variance-covariance estimates constructed
from a finite sample are inevitably subject to estimation error. MV optimization has a
tendency to maximize or magnify the effects of errors in the sample estimates (Michaud,
1989). Specifically, MV optimization significantly overweights (underweights) assets that
have large (small) returns, low (high) correlations, and small (large) variances such that
the resulting optimal portfolios are concentrated in a very few assets, contradicting the
notion of diversification. The problem is more severe in an out-of-sample setting since it
is not uncommon for out-of-sample distributions to deviate considerably from in-sample
distributions (Kan and Zhou, 2007).
The literature has suggested different ways to control estimation error.7 Shrinkage esti-
mation is attractive because of its ability to incorporate investors’ own beliefs. Developed
functions and empirical returns distributions. Amilon (2001) further shows that the approximation error in
terms of welfare losses is even smaller than the estimation error.
7See Fabozzi et al. (2007) for a review on recent developments in robust optimization and its applications
in portfolio management.
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by James and Stein (1961) and applied to portfolio choice problems by Jorion (1986) among
others, the idea is to shrink the sample mean towards a prior,
µs = (1− δ)µ0 + δµ̂, (2.3)
where µs, µ0, and µ̂ denote the shrinkage estimate, the prior, and the sample estimate
for expected excess return. The shrinkage factor δ ∈ [0, 1] reflects the relative precision
between sample and prior estimates. When δ → 0 the shrinkage estimate converges to the
prior and when δ → 1 it converges to the sample estimate, leading to the standard MV
optimization. The sample estimate µ̂ varies considerably across subsamples (Table 2.2),
while the prior µ0 by specification is more stable. In this sense, the shrinkage estimate
provides a more conservative framework in which investors under-react to both good and
bad past performance when optimizing their portfolios. There is no fixed rule to select δ.
The literature often assumes that the prior is more precise than the sample estimate (e.g.,
Drobetz, 2001). Here, we use δ = 0.2 and check the sensitivity of the results to alternate
values in robustness analyses.
While appealing, the shrinkage estimate requires an informative prior. Black and Litter-
man (1992) provide an intuitive way of specifying the prior. Originally, Black and Litterman
(1992) propose a framework to combine investor’s subjective views and implied returns which
are derived from the CAPM model. Here, our prior returns refer to the implied returns from
the CAPM model and the sample returns are used to represent investor’s subjective views.
The use of sample returns as a proxy of investor’s views reflects the fact that many investors
make decisions based only on past price movements. The CAPM implied returns are con-
structed using the reverse optimization process described in Sharpe (1974). The intuition
is that the market itself is in equilibrium and investors should only deviate from this equi-
librium if they have reliable information on future returns. We follow this procedure and
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specify the prior return as,
µ0 = γΣwm, (2.4)
where Σ is variance-covariance matrix, wm is weight vector measured by market capitaliza-
tion, and γ can be explained as the coefficient of risk aversion (He and Litterman, 1999).
In the same way that options traders imply volatility from option prices using the Black-
Scholes model, the prior returns are implied from market capitalization weights and variance-
covariance matrix.
To obtain the prior estimate from equation (2.4), we need to specify each term on the
right-hand side. Sample variance-covariance (Σ̂) is used as an estimate for Σ. Black and
Litterman (1992) suggest calibrating γ such that the resulting implied return µ0 (or the
Sharpe ratio) for a particular asset looks reasonable. In the original paper, they solve
γ to make sure that the Sharpe ratio of U.S. equities is equal to 0.5. If the annualized
standard deviation of U.S. equities ranges between 16% and 20%, fixing Sharpe ratio at
0.5 corresponds to a total return from 8% to 10% per year. Both these numbers are widely
accepted by industry and academia, and we use the same procedure to calibrate γ. To develop
a structure for wm, Black and Litterman (1992) argue for the use of market capitalization,
but the difficulty is to measure the scale of any asset market. For commodity futures, market
capitalization is not a meaningful concept since the net position is always equal to zero. In
addition, it is unclear whether commodity futures can be priced using the CAPM model.
To circumvent these issues we directly specify the prior returns of commodities to be zero,
which is consistent with previous studies and our own findings that the average returns to
commodity futures are almost zero.8 For the traditional assets (U.S. equities, U.S. bonds,










their prior returns, which may capture real world constraints often placed by investors to
ensure a diversified portfolio (Brentani, 2004). Once we have the prior µ0 from Equation
8This may not be appropriate for a few commodity products that show significantly positive returns.
Shrinking towards zero provides a conservative evaluation of their impact on a portfolio, given the effects of
positive returns have been assessed by optimization with sample estimates.
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(2.4), the shrinkage estimate µs is then the weighted average between µ0 and µ̂ based on
Equation (2.3).
2.3.3 Implementation
We conduct the MV optimization using both sample and shrinkage estimates for expected
returns. The contrast in results between sample and shrinkage estimates allows us to examine
the impact of estimation error on portfolio optimization, and importantly on the usefulness
of commodities in a portfolio. We implement the MV optimization under both in-sample
and out-of-sample settings. Most of the literature falls into the in-sample category—deriving
optimal portfolios and assessing their performance based on the same sample period. Out-of-
sample analysis may be more meaningful to investors who are concerned more about future
performance. We follow Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2011) to investigate the out-of-sample
performance of optimal portfolios with a monthly re-balancing scheme. At the end of each
month, the previousK-months returns are used to generate the mean and variance-covariance
estimates and then the optimal weights from the MV optimization. The portfolio’s return
in the next month is calculated as the product of optimal weights and the realized asset
returns in month K + 1. This process is repeated until the end of the sample is reached.
Estimation window K is set at 60 months and alternative sizes of K = 36, 48, 72 are checked
for robustness.9
To evaluate the performance, we calculate the mean, standard deviation, and Sharpe
ratio of portfolios returns. Sharpe ratio measures the average return per unit of risk. If the
expanded portfolio achieves a higher Sharpe ratio than the benchmark portfolio, we conclude
that including commodities is beneficial to portfolios. Optimal weights are also examined to
fully reveal the role of commodities in portfolios.
9In a forecasting context, one may be interested in the optimal selection of K in terms of trade-off between
reliability and flexibility especially in the presence of structural breaks. Selecting optimal estimation window




Table 2.4 compares in-sample performance of the benchmark and expanded portfolios. When
sample estimates are used, the benchmark portfolio achieves a Sharpe ratio 0.88 with an-
nualized mean and standard deviation of excess returns being 3.2% and 3.65%. Includ-
ing the SPGSCI or the DBOYCI has limited influence on the portfolio, but including the
third-generation commodity index MSLSCI increases the Sharpe ratio to 1.03. Individual
commodity futures including crude oil, gold, copper, and most agriculture contracts do not
provide benefits to the portfolio as they do not enter the portfolio at all. The exceptions are
feeder cattle and live cattle, which is partly explained by their consistently positive returns
and lower standard deviations identified earlier. Since most individual commodity futures
do not contribute to the portfolio, we only report crude oil, gold, copper, and live cattle
in Table 2.4 and in the remaining tables for brevity. The lower part shows the results for
shrinkage estimates. Compared to results based on sample estimates, the means are slightly
higher but the standard deviations have increased substantially, leading to a drop in Sharpe
ratios. This is due to dramatic changes in asset allocations of the optimal portfolios as is
discussed shortly. Including the third-generation commodity index MSLSCI still improves
portfolio performance relative to the benchmark, while the effects of other commodity indices
and individual commodity futures are negligible. The increase in Shape ratio by adding the
MSLSCI is smaller when shrinkage estimates are used.
These results can be further understood by examining the optimal portfolio weights.
Table 2.5 shows the optimal weights for the in-sample MV optimization with sample and
shrinkage estimates. Column Benchmark portfolio shows the weights of four benchmark
assets in optimal portfolios and the other seven columns provide asset weights of the ex-
panded portfolios spanned by the three commodity indices and four individual commodity
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futures. When sample estimates are used the benchmark portfolio is dominated by U.S.
bonds with a weight 89.1%. Global equities and bonds are entirely excluded. A similar com-
position is observed for all expanded portfolios. This confirms the argument that the MV
optimization with sample estimates tends to generate concentrated asset allocations (e.g.,
Michaud, 1989). Of the three commodity indices, the SPGSCI plays no role in the portfolio,
the DBOYCI takes 2.9%, while the MSLSCI has the largest allocation, 17.1%. On average,
individual commodity futures have a small part in the portfolio with the minimum in gold
and the maximum in live cattle. In contrast, optimal weights based on optimization with
the shrinkage estimates are more balanced. For the benchmark portfolio, the proportion of
U.S. bonds declines to 34.9%, and the other assets play larger roles. The increased share of
equities raises both return and standard deviation of the whole portfolio which was seen in
Table 2.4. Weights on commodities are reduced, suggesting commodities are less useful in
more diversified portfolios. These small weights are consistent with findings in Table 2.4 that
including individual commodity futures has limited impact on the portfolio performance.
2.4.2 Out-of-sample performance
Table 2.6 reports the out-of-sample performance of benchmark and expanded portfolios with
sample and shrinkage estimates. To test whether the differences in Sharpe ratio between
the benchmark and the expanded portfolios are significant, we use the test proposed by
Ledoit and Wolf (2008) that has demonstrated robust finite sample properties when returns
are non-i.i.d.. When sample estimates are used, the Sharpe ratio of benchmark portfolio is
0.18. Including the SPGSCI or the DBOYCI generates lower average returns and higher risk.
Recall that in an out-of-sample setting optimal weights are determined based on historical
performance and the portfolios are evaluated based on future (realized) performance. In other
words, even if historical performance suggests including the first two commodity indices, it
may not guarantee a future improvement. This highlights the importance of out-of-sample
analysis. Including the third-generation commodity index MSLSCI enhances average return
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and reduces risk simultaneously, generating a significantly higher Sharpe ratio 0.58. For
individual commodity futures, none improves the portfolio performance in terms of Sharpe
ratio except feeder and live cattle. The literature suggests that commodities contribute
to the portfolio mainly by reducing risk (e.g., Fortenbery and Hauser, 1990). In our case,
the standard deviation of excess returns for benchmark portfolio is 7.93%. Nine of fifteen
individual commodity futures show ability to reduce risk, with a 0.28% reduction in the
average standard deviation.
When shrinkage estimators are used, the MSLSCI still improves the portfolio’s Sharpe
ratio significantly, reflecting its high return, low risk, and negative correlation with tradi-
tional assets. Compared to early results, commodities appear to be less useful in portfolios.
Including the MSLSCI increases portfolio’s Sharpe ratio from 0.30 to 0.46, which is smaller
in magnitude than the Sharpe ratio increase (from 0.18 to 0.58) when sample estimates are
used. The improvement by including feeder cattle or live cattle to the portfolio is also smaller.
In addition, the risk-reducing ability of individual commodity futures becomes weaker. Al-
though eleven expanded portfolios show some degree of reduction in their standard deviation,
the average reduction decreases from 0.28% to 0.08% when shrinkage estimates are used.
These findings also can be further understood by inspecting the optimal portfolio weights.
Table 2.7 reports the out-of-sample optimal weights and their standard deviations (in paren-
theses). Each value represents the average weights for a particular asset. With sample
estimates, U.S. bonds have a weight 53% for benchmark portfolio, much larger than weights
of other assets. The same is true for all expanded portfolios. The SPGSCI assumes 3%
and the other two commodity indices are weighed heavily, reaching 13% and 23%. The
proportions of individual commodity futures are on average small such as 5% for crude oil.
When shrinkage estimates are used the portfolios are more diversified. The weight of U.S.
bonds is reduced to 36% and the remaining assets contribute more in benchmark portfolio.
Similar changes happen for all expanded portfolios. Strikingly, the weights of commodity
indices as well as individual commodity futures are all reduced, suggesting weaker impacts.
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Standard deviations of optimal weights are shown in parentheses. The variability of optimal
weights is uniformly smaller when shrinkage estimates are used, which confirms that opti-
mization based on shrinkage estimates generates more stable portfolios in an out-of-sample
environment. This can be further illustrated by Figure 2.2, which plots how the optimal
weights change over time. As an example, Figure 2.2 shows the weights of expanded port-
folio spanned by live cattle when sample and shrinkage estimates are used, respectively.
With sample estimates, optimal portfolio is dominated by U.S. equities before 2001 and U.S.
bonds afterwards. In 2006–2008 the weights change dramatically among U.S. bonds, global
equities, and global bonds. Live cattle assume a volatile position in the portfolio ranging
between 0 and 40%. When shrinkage estimates are used the weights are more stable and
each asset plays a role most of the time. The proportion of live cattle becomes much smaller
on average.
2.4.3 Subsample performance
To investigate the temporal usefulness of commodities, we consider subsamples, 1991–2003,
2004–2007, and 2008–2015, where 2004–2007 is the commodity price boom period and 2008–
2015 includes the market meltdown and subsequent period. Table 2.8 reports Sharpe ratios
for the benchmark and expanded portfolios. When sample estimates are used, first- and
second-generation commodity indices (SPGSCI and DBOYCI) increases the Sharpe ratio
only in the commodity boom period 2004–2007. In contrast, third-generation commodity
index MSLSCI improves the portfolio performance in all periods especially for 1991–2003.
As expected, some individual commodity futures such as crude oil, gold, copper, live cattle,
and feeder cattle also improve the portfolio performance for 2004–2007. When shrinkage
estimates are used the MSLSC still contributes to the portfolio during the first two sub-
samples, while benefits from including other indices or individual commodity futures almost
disappear.10 Note that including the MSLSCI fails to improve portfolio performance for
10For the commodity boom period, assuming the prior to be positive instead of zero might be more
reasonable and probably lead to enhanced weights of commodities in a portfolio. However, it is difficult, if
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2008-2015. A further examination shows that the correlation between MSLSCI and tradi-
tional assets (e.g., U.S. equities) increased a lot since late 2013, leading to a reduced role of
the MSLSCI in a portfolio. We confirm this by showing that including the MSLSCI improves
portfolio performance for 2008-2013 but fails for 2014-2015. While the sudden increase in
correlation could signal a loss of validity of the momentum rule, investing the MSLSCI is
the most promising way to improve portfolio performance.11
2.4.4 Discussion
The distinct role of the three commodity indices in a portfolio can be partly explained by
their sources of returns. Erb and Harvey (2006) show that total returns of a commodity
index can be decomposed into cash return, excess return, and diversification return. Cash
return reflects interest income earned on collateralized assets. Excess return captures the
gains/losses due to changes in futures prices. Diversification return is a synergistic benefit
of combining multiple assets with rebalancing (Willenbrock, 2011). Since cash return and
diversification return are relatively small and stable, excess return mainly drives the long-run
performance of commodity indices and their usefulness in a portfolio. Given excess returns
on most commodity futures are not different from zero, we are not surprised to find no effect
of first-generation commodity indices such as the SPGSCI on the portfolio performance.
Second-generation commodity indices attempt to increase excess returns by minimizing
the effects of negative roll yields in a contango market. Despite appearing sound, roll yield
can be illusionary because realized return is determined by the prices of asset held rather
than switched such that rolling from one contract to another does not incur actual losses
(e.g., Sanders and Irwin, 2012). In other words, contango has no direct impact on realized
excess returns to individual commodity futures. Also, the slope of the futures curve has a
not impossible, for real-time investors to identify a price trend in the long run. For the same reason, it is
difficult for us to form a reasonable positive prior in an out-of-sample setting.
11Another interesting question is to ask under what circumstances including commodities is useful to
a portfolio. This is complicated because the usefulness of a commodity index may depend on how it is
constructed and there may be no common circumstances for different commodity indices. We leave this
question for future work.
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weak power in predicting future excess returns (Main et al., 2015), suggesting that investing
in deferred contracts may generate similar excess returns as in nearby contracts. This may
explain the limited improvement of the DBOYCI relative to the SPGSCI.
Third-generation commodity indices improve excess returns using strategies. For exam-
ple, strategies based on momentum rules and term structure signals have been shown to work
well in commodity futures markets (Fuertes et al., 2010; Szymanowska et al., 2014). Here,
the MSLSCI uses the momentum strategy and allows both long and short positions. To
verify that the superior performance of the MSLSCI is influenced by its momentum strategy.
We examine four variants of the index (Table 2.9, Figure 2.3)—the Morningstar Long-Flat
Commodity Index, the Morningstar Short-Flat Commodity Index, the Morningstar Long-
Only Commodity Index, and the Morningstar Short-Only Commodity Index. The first two
indices are based on the same momentum rule as the MSLSCI but differ by being flat or
holding cash in markets with a particular signal. The last two do not use any strategy but
hold long or short positions in all eligible commodities. We find that including the long-flat
index significantly increases the portfolio’s Sharpe ratio (although the magnitude is smaller
than the original MSLSCI), and the rest of the indices have no impact on the portfolio per-
formance. The results support the notion that the usefulness of the MSLSCI is due primarily
to its momentum strategy. This seems consistent with recent studies by Moskowitz et al.
(2012) and Daniel and Moskowitz (2016), who show that the momentum strategies generate
strong positive returns across multiple asset classes including commodities. Although the
strategy used by the MSLSCI is not directly analyzed by those two papers, it may work in
a similar spirit. A caveat on the effectiveness of momentum strategies is data snooping—a
tendency of search data in multiple dimensions to figure out what works (e.g., White, 2000;
Park and Irwin, 2012). The question whether momentum strategies actually work is beyond
the scope of this study, but warrants further research.
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2.4.5 Robustness
We provide several robustness checks. All robustness tests are conducted in an out-of-sample
setting since the in-sample portfolio is dominated by bonds and is less informative. First,
a different set of commodity indices—the Bloomberg Commodity Index (BCI), the S&P
Goldman Sachs Enhanced Commodity Index (GSECI), and the CYD Long-Short Commodity
Index (CYDLS)—are used to examine whether the usefulness of commodity indices varies
by the type. Results show that including the BCI and GSECI fails to improve portfolio
performance regardless sample or shrinkage estimates are used. However, including the
CYDLS increases the Sharpe ratio though insignificantly from 0.31 to 0.58 with sample
estimates and the improvement is smaller when shrinkage estimates are used.
Second, we incorporate transaction costs in performance evaluation. Define the net-of-
transaction-cost return as,
rnc,t+1 = (1 + rc,t+1)[1− c×
N∑
j=1
(|wj,t+1 − wj,t|)] (2.5)
where rc,t+1 and rnc,t+1 are portfolio returns before and after the transaction costs in period
t+ 1, c denotes the transaction cost vector, and
∑N
j=1(|wj,t+1 − wj,t|) measures the amount
of portfolio rebalanced. Since the transaction costs may differ between asset types, we
follow Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2011) by setting c equals 50 basis points (0.5%) per
transaction for equities and bonds and 35 basis points (0.35%) for individual commodity
futures contracts.12 For commodity indices we set it at 100 basis point (1%) since the
fee charged by most commodity index funds ranges from 0.75% to 1.5%. Still, we achieve
qualitatively the same conclusion when subtracting the transaction costs.
Other robustness checks include considering alternative values of the shrinkage factor
12Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2011) establish the transaction costs levels based on discussion with prac-
titioners. Trading commodities may induce much lower transaction costs (Fuertes et al., 2010). To ensure
the robustness, we have also considered lower cost values for trading commodities and the results remain
similar.
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δ, including all individual commodity futures simultaneously to check whether there exists
any subset of commodities that jointly benefit the portfolio, incorporating futures leverage,
changing the length of estimation window, and using a naive 1/N portfolio. In all cases, we
obtain qualitatively similar conclusions.13
2.5 Concluding Remarks
This paper examines whether investors benefit by including commodities in their portfolios.
We differ from previous literature in two aspects. First, we evaluate whether the usefulness
of commodities varies by the type of investment tool. Specifically, we use crude oil, gold,
copper, twelve agricultural commodities monitored by the CFTC, and three commodity in-
dices, which allow for a broader range of commodities and represent the three generations
of commodity indices developed by Miffre (2014). Second, we explicitly control for estima-
tion error in the process of optimization, which has often been ignored in prior research.
Estimation error has been shown to induce concentrated and unstable portfolios, which may
mislead the evaluation on the role of commodities. To reduce estimation error we shrink
sample mean estimates to a prior following Black and Litterman’s (1992) approach. For
commodities the prior returns are assumed to be zero, consistent with findings that returns
to individual commodity futures do not differ from zero (Erb and Harvey, 2006; Sanders
and Irwin, 2012). The prior returns of traditional components—U.S. and global equities and
bonds—are derived from reversing the CAPM with equal weights.
The findings indicate that including individual commodity futures or first- or second-
generation commodity indices fail to significantly improve portfolio Sharpe ratios in both in-
sample and out-of-sample analyses. In contrast, third-generation commodity indices improve
the portfolio performance due to their embedded strategies related to momentum and term
structure signals. Since the prior returns for third-generation commodity indices are assumed
to be zero, we obviously underestimate relative to their significantly positive returns. As a
13Results for all robustness checks are available on request.
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result, relative benefits of including third-generation commodity indices could be larger than
identified here. Accounting for estimation error with shrinkage estimates, we find that the
optimal asset allocations are more diversified and stable, and that commodities play a smaller
role in the more diversified portfolio. Specifically, while including commodities can reduce
risk in highly concentrated portfolios, their risk-reducing effects almost disappear in more
diversified portfolios. In general, the results are robust to a broad set of robustness tests.
Our findings are largely consistent with recent studies on the role of commodities in in-
vestor’s portfolios. Using out-of-sample utility maximization, Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos
(2011) find no significant improvement in Sharpe ratios by including popular commodity
indices (SPGSCI and BCI) and five individual commodities (cotton, crude oil, copper, gold,
and live cattle) in a portfolio. Similarly, You and Daigler (2013) examine a number of com-
modity and financial futures in a mean-variance framework and find that the portfolio with
futures contracts outperforms the traditional portfolio in-sample but improved performance
does not continue in an out-of-sample context. Here, we identify limited improvement in
Sharpe ratios for some commodities (e.g., feeder and live cattle), but no out-of-sample evi-
dence of statistically significant portfolio improvement for other individual commodities and
first-generation indices emerges. We expand the literature by considering second- and third-
generation commodity indices and find that third-generation commodity indices can improve
portfolio Sharpe ratios significantly in most cases. This finding highlights the importance
of commodity index categorization (Miffre, 2014) when studying portfolio investment by
researchers as well as investors.
Our findings contrast to a degree with the view that including commodities in portfolios
will be beneficial to investors by reducing risk (e.g., Bodie and Rosansky, 1980; Fortenbery
and Hauser, 1990; Ankrim and Hensel, 1993). While commodities can marginally reduce risk
in concentrated portfolios, we show that in more balanced portfolios the risk reducing ability
of commodities is negligible in this period. Here, more balanced portfolios result from using
shrinkage estimates to reduce estimation error. You and Daigler’s (2013) conjecture that the
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failure to account for estimation error, which can lead to concentrated portfolio allocations,
might influence our understanding of the role commodities play in portfolios was perceptive.
Our analysis demonstrates that in terms of risk mitigation their role is strongly reduced.
Our results have practical implications in a broader investment context and implications
for market behavior. Investors often place constraints on portfolio allocations to diversify
their risk, and the notion that more balanced portfolios makes commodities less useful may
influence allocations and the presence of some financial investors in commodity markets.
Our findings seem to be consistent with recent actions by some large pension funds. For
example, the California Public Employees Retirement System (CalPERS), the largest U.S.
pension fund, reduced its commodity allocation from 1.4% to 0.6% in October 2012 and to
0.5% in early 2013. The same has been done by the California State Teachers’ Retirement
System and the Ohio Police & Fire Pension Fund.14 On the market level, since the top ten
largest exchanged-traded products on broad commodities track first- or second-generation
commodity indices according to 2015 Q1 report by ETF Securities,15 the growth of com-
modity index investments may slow given few benefits to portfolios. However, investors
may shift investment tools. Since some third-generation commodity indices produce better
performance, it is likely that investors will move towards third-generation indices and be
selective in identifying those indices that provide most attractive performance. In a market
context, this suggests that non-traditional investors in commodity markets may be more




2.6 Tables and Figures







Generation First Second Third
Type of position Long only Long only Long/Short
# of commodities 24 14 20
Weighting method Production Fixed weights Open interest
Weight caps - - 10% on individual
Reconstitution Annual Annual Annual
Strategy - - Momentum
Rollover period 5th to 9th 2nd to 6th 3rd Friday
Contract included Most liquid Contracts with the maximal
implied roll yield
Contracts with maturity
greater than 2 months
Launch date Jan 1991 May 2006 Sep 2007
Historic data from Jan 1970 Dec 1988 Dec 1979
Sector weights (%)
Energy 63.1 55.0 39.3
Metals 12.1 22.5 13.9
Agriculture 16.4 22.5 38.4
Livestock 8.3 0.0 8.4





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This figure plots the S&P 500 Index, the S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (SPGSCI), the Deutsche
Bank Optimum Yield Commodity Index (DBOYCI), and the Morningstar Long-Short Commodity Index
(MSLSCI) for January 1991 - December 2015.


























1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 
U.S. equities U.S. bonds Global equities Global bonds Live cattle 
(b) Shrinkage estimates
Optimal weights are based on the out-of-sample mean-variance optimization with a 60-month estimation
window and monthly rebalancing. Weights are vertically stacked from bottom (U.S. equities) to top (live
cattle). The y-axis reflects the fact that the sum of weights across assets equals 1. Shrinkage factor is
assumed to be 0.2.


















This figure plots five Morningstar commodity indices for 1/2/1991-12/31/2015, including the Morningstar
Long-Short Commodity Index (MSLSCI), the Morningstar Long-Flat Commodity Index, the Morningstar
Short-Flat Commodity Index, the Morningstar Long-Only Commodity Index, and the Morningstar Short-
Only Commodity Index. The Long-Flat and Short-Flat indices are based on the same momentum rule as
the Long-Short index but differ by being flat or holding cash upon a particular signal. The Long-Only and
Short-Only indices do not use any strategy but hold long or short positions in all eligible commodities.
Figure 2.3: Normalized Morningstar Commodity Indices, 1/2/1991 = 100
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CHAPTER 3
MAPPING ALGORITHMS, AGRICULTURAL FUTURES, AND
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMMODITY
INVESTMENT FLOWS AND CRUDE OIL FUTURES PRICES
3.1 Introduction
Commodity futures prices increased substantially over 2003-08, with crude oil futures price
hitting a record high of $147 per barrel in mid-2008. As prices soared, concerns emerged
that the record price rise was driven by the increasing participation of financial investors.1
Hedge fund manager Michael W. Masters is a leading proponent of the view that commodity
index investment was the main driver of the spike in commodity futures prices. In a series
of testimonies and reports, Masters argues that index inflows from institutional investors
imposed strong buying pressure and created a massive bubble in commodity futures prices,
most notably in the crude oil market (e.g., Masters and White, 2008). This argument has
become widely known as the “Masters Hypothesis” (Irwin and Sanders, 2012). In response,
the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) proposed a set of new rules
including more restrictive position limits to strengthen the regulation of commodity futures
1Financial investors seek exposure to commodity futures markets through either Exchange-Traded Prod-
ucts or over-the-counter swap contracts, whose returns are tied to an index of commodity prices (e.g., the
Standard & Poor’s Goldman Sachs Commodity Index). In the remainder of this paper, the term “index
investment” is used to generally refer to commodity index-based investment.
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markets.2 The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) also published new
regulatory rules on commodity derivatives with a focus on ancillary activity and position
limits.3
The controversy surrounding index investment in commodity markets has not abated with
the passage of time or changing commodity price levels. For example, a report released by the
CFTC Energy and Environmental Markets Advisory Committee (EEMAC) in February 2016
recommended that the CFTC abandon the position-limits rules by claiming that, “... there
is little to no evidence that the CFTC’s proposed rule mandating new federal position limits
is sufficiently ‘necessary’ to satisfy the explicit requirement under the Commodity Exchange
Act”.4 Instead, the report outlines concerns about adverse effects on trading liquidity and
the hedging ability of end users from restricting speculative positions. This report triggered
another round of policy debates on the role of financial investors in commodity futures
markets.
In light of the important policy implications, it is no surprise there is a rapidly growing
literature assessing the impact of financial index investment on commodity prices.5 Theo-
retical models suggest several pathways for financial index investment (“financialization”) to
impact commodity futures prices. First, the flow demand of index investment may be larger
than available liquidity due the large position sizes of index investors, and this flow may
temporarily push prices away from fundamental value (e.g., Henderson et al., 2015). Second,
competition from index investment may reduce risk premiums earned by long speculators
in commodity futures markets (e.g., Acharya et al., 2013; Hamilton and Wu, 2014, 2015).
Third, increased integration of commodity and financial markets brought about by index
investment may result in increased exposure of commodity futures prices to financial shocks
that increase prices (e.g., Etula, 2013; Basak and Pavlova, 2016). Fourth, other traders may
confuse index buying with valuable private information and thus revise their own demands
2http://www.cftc.gov/LawRegulation/DoddFrankAct/Rulemakings/index.htm
3See ESMA’s reports at https://www.esma.europa.eu/policy-rules/mifid-ii-and-mifir.
4This report was released on February 25, 2016 and withdrawn two weeks later.
5See Irwin and Sanders (2011), Fattouh et al. (2014), and Cheng and Xiong (2014) for thorough reviews.
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upward which, in turn, pushes commodity futures prices higher (Sockin and Xiong, 2015).
Depending on the way that index positions are measured, empirical research on the
impact of index investment on crude oil prices falls into three groups.6 The first set of studies
use long positions of swap dealers from the CFTC Disaggregated Commitments of Traders
(DCOT) report as a measure of index positions and find no evidence of significant impacts
of swap dealer positions on crude oil futures prices (e.g., Büyükşahin and Harris, 2011;
Sanders and Irwin, 2011; Brunetti et al., 2015). While a large fraction of index investment
is placed through swap contracts, net swap dealer positions in energy futures markets may
be a poor approximation of total index positions because of the large off-setting non-index
swap business conducted in these markets.7 The second group of studies use index positions
from the CFTC Index Investment Data (IID) report or private index funds, also finding
no significant impact of index positions on crude oil prices (e.g., Irwin and Sanders, 2012;
Sanders and Irwin, 2014). These measures are direct and, in the case of the IID, generally
accurate, but subject to limitations regarding frequency, sample length, and potentially
representativeness for private index fund positions. The third group of studies relies on
mapping algorithms to estimate crude oil index positions from agricultural index positions,
which are available in the CFTC Supplemental Commitments of Traders (SCOT) report.
There are two different but related mapping algorithms - the Masters and Gilbert algorithms.
The Masters algorithm infers crude oil index positions from a few agricultural commodities
that are unique to a particular index (Masters, 2008). Using this algorithm, Singleton (2014)
(henceforth “SNG”) finds an economically large and statistically significant influence of index
positions on crude oil futures prices. Gilbert (2010) proposes to derive index positions in
crude oil from the aggregate index positions of all twelve SCOT agricultural commodities
6Instead of linking price changes to index positions, an alternative approach is to apply bubble tests
directly to crude oil futures prices (e.g., Phillips and Yu, 2011; Shi and Arora, 2012; Harvey et al., 2016;
Tsvetanov et al., 2016). In spite of mixed results, compelling evidence of large and long-lasting bubbles is
limited.
7Staff report on commodity swap dealers & index traders with commission recommendations, Commodity
Futures Trading Commission, 2008. http://www.cftc.gov/idc/groups/public/@newsroom/documents/
file/cftcstaffreportonswapdealers09.pdf
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and shows that the inferred index positions help predict futures returns on crude oil. Using
the Gilbert algorithm or a close variant, Mayer (2012), Gilbert and Pfuderer (2014), and
Cheng et al. (2015) find significant impacts of index investment flows in several commodity
markets including crude oil.8 Explaining the contradictory empirical results in the literature
is an important research priority.
A few studies have questioned the accuracy of index positions generated from mapping
algorithms. Irwin and Sanders (2012) and Sanders and Irwin (2013) argue that index po-
sitions from the Masters algorithm are overestimated and directionally wrong in 2008 for
WTI crude oil. Hamilton and Wu (2015) extend SNG’s analysis to agricultural markets and
find no evidence that index flows could help predict returns on agricultural commodity fu-
tures and the significant impact identified in WTI crude oil largely disappears beyond SNG’s
sample period. Likewise, Sanders and Irwin (2014) find that crude oil position flows for a
large private index fund do not predict crude oil futures returns, but agricultural positions
flows do. These studies, however, are only suggestive because they fail to explain why the
estimate of index positions from mapping algorithms is inaccurate and how exactly this may
bias estimates of the relationship between index funds and futures prices for WTI crude oil.
In this paper, we provide direct evidence that index positions from mapping algorithms
cause spurious impact on futures prices for WTI crude oil. First, we replicate SNG’s analysis
by generating crude oil index positions from the Masters algorithm and use the same set of
control variables for the original sample period from June 13, 2006 through January 12, 2010.
Not surprisingly, the results are very similar, and we confirm SNG’s finding that the impact
of index positions is “economically large and statistically significant.” To control for market
events in 2008, we re-estimate SNG’s model by introducing a dummy variable for 2008 and
find that the forecasting power of index positions from the Masters algorithm is limited to
2008, especially the second half of 2008. To further analyze the sensitivity of SNG’s results,
we extend the analysis to a post-sample period from January 19, 2010 though December 29,
8It is interesting to note that, when Cheng et al. (2015) consider index positions for WTI crude oil drawn
directly from large trader positions in WTI futures, they find no significant impact of index investment flows.
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2015 and find that index positions from the Masters algorithm become negatively significant
and all the conditional variables lose significance, suggesting that the relationship identified
in the earlier period is unstable and does not persist out-of-sample. Second, we repeat
the entire analysis using index positions based on the Gilbert algorithm and obtain similar
results. Last, we consider two alternative measures of index positions from the iShares S&P
GSCI Commodity-Indexed Trust and a large private index fund. These results show no
significant impact of index positions on futures returns for WTI crude oil. Altogether, the
evidence suggests that the impact of index positions based on mapping algorithms is highly
questionable.
To discover why a spurious relationship may arise, we provide an anatomy of mapping
algorithms and explore the source of inaccuracy. We show theoretically that in order to
replicate a commodity index the positions of any two commodities should maintain annually
fixed ratios. This fixed ratio relation only holds for positions tied to a single commodity
index and fails for aggregate positions tied to multiple indices. The two mapping algorithms
implicitly assume variants of fixed ratio relations between WTI crude oil and agricultural
commodities. Using index positions from the SCOT and IID reports, we develop a formal test
and empirically reject the underlying fix ratio relations. Compared with the IID, mapping
algorithms provide poor estimates of index positions for WTI crude oil in both direction and
magnitude. In particular, index position measures from mapping algorithms show a clear
hump during 2008 while the IID measure does not. Decomposition further shows that the
hump in index positions from the Masters algorithm is largely driven by changes in positions
of feeder cattle - one of the unique agricultural markets underlying the mapping algorithms.
Within the same regression framework, we show that 13-week changes in index positions
of feeder cattle have a significant impact on crude oil prices, which is obviously spurious.
Similar reasoning explains the impact of index positions from the Gilbert algorithm. In sum,
it is the idiosyncratic hump of agricultural index positions during 2008, together with the
coincidental spike in crude oil prices, that causes the spurious impact of index investment
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on crude oil prices.
3.2 Impact of Index Investment on Crude Oil Prices
In this section, we investigate the impact of index positions from different sources on crude
oil futures prices. First, we replicate SNG’s results using the Masters algorithm to estimate
index positions and examine the sensitivity of the results to prediction horizons, market
events, and change of sample period. Next, we estimate index positions from the Gilbert
algorithm and conduct the same set of sensitivity analyses. Last, we consider two alternative
measures of actual WTI crude oil index positions and compare the results.
3.2.1 Impact of index positions from the Masters algorithm
We follow SNG’s framework and consider the following forecasting regression model,9
ERmoilt+1 = α + βXt + γIIP13t + εt, (3.1)
where ERmoilt+1 is the 1-week realized excess return of WTI crude oil on futures contracts
that expire in m months, Xt is the set of control variables that are known up to t, and
IIP13t is the 13-week change in commodity index positions (million contracts) constructed
via the Masters algorithm.10,11 The 13-week (or 3-month) horizon is initially selected to be
consistent with SNG, who argues that the impact of index investment flows may take place
over longer periods than one week. More specifically, if the estimated slope coefficient, γ, is
positive (negative) it indicates a process where crude oil expected returns tend to increase
9The price determination of crude oil has also been studied using structural models (e.g., Lombardi
and Robays, 2012; Chevallier, 2013; Morana, 2013; Kilian and Murphy, 2014; Juvenal and Petrella, 2015;
Knittel and Pindyck, 2016). Here, we follow SNG and use a reduced form model conditional on several
macroeconomic and market specific variables to facilitate comparison.
10The Masters algorithm imputes index positions in crude oil from agricultural index positions. Details of
the Masters algorithm will be presented in the following section.
11Forecasting regression (3.1) is a version of the long-horizon regression model frequently used to test the
predictability of stock returns (e.g., Boudoukh and Richardson, 1994).
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(decrease) slowly over a relatively long time period after wide-spread index fund buying.
The fads- or bubble-like process captured in Equation (3.1) is consistent with the notion
that index investment flows in waves that build slowly, pushing expected returns higher and
then slowly fading (e.g., Summers, 1986).
To facilitate comparisons, we follow SNG’s variable definitions as closely as possible. For
the 1-week realized excess return ERmoilt+1, we consider contracts with maturities ranging
from 1 month to 24 months. This allows us to check whether index positions have similar
effects on prices of nearby and deferred contracts. Excess returns are based on rolling futures
positions on the 10th business day of the month. Whenever rolling occurs, returns are
adjusted to exclude price jumps across contracts (see SNG’s appendix). The sample spans
from June 13, 2006 through December 29, 2015. We partition the sample into two parts:
i) June 13, 2006 - January 12, 2010, the same as in SNG’s original study; and ii) January
19, 2010 - December 29, 2015 as a post-sample period. Futures prices are provided by the
Commodity Research Bureau.
Control variables in Xt include: (1) RSP and REM , the 1-week returns (in percent)
on the S&P 500 Index and the MSCI Emerging Markets Asia Index collected from the
Bloomberg database and assumed to reflect alternative investing opportunities faced by index
investors; (2) REPO, the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury bonds held
by primary dealers in trillion dollars, which measures the flexibility of balance sheets of large
financial institutions;12 (3) MMS13 and OI13, the 13-week changes in managed-money
spread positions and total open interest (both in million contracts) from the CFTC’s DCOT
report; (4) AV B, the 1-week change in average basis, where the basis of a contract with





1/i − 1, and the average basis AV Bt
is calculated for maturities i ∈ {1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24}; and (5) ERmoillag, the lagged
dependent variable introduced to control potential autocorrelation in excess returns.
Table 3.1 reports the sample means and standard deviations of predictor variables and
12REPO data are from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. http://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/
gsds/search.html
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excess returns for the two sample periods. Not surprisingly, the summary statistics for the
June 13, 2006 - January 12, 2010 sample are very similar or even identical to those reported in
SNG’s table 2. The average 1-week excess return on the S&P 500 Index is -0.083% in SNG’s
sample period because of the market meltdown in 2008, while the MSCI Emerging Markets
Asia Index provides a positive average return (0.153%) due to its rapid recovery from the
crisis. In the post-sample period, the U.S. stock market performs better with an average
1-week excess return (0.194%) versus the Asian stock markets (-0.008%). The average 1-
week changes of repo positions on Treasury bonds held by primary dealers are -0.003 and
0 million dollars for the two periods, suggesting tight constraints faced by large financial
institutions. The average 13-week changes in index positions are 0.041 and -0.018 million
contracts for the two sample periods, indicating that index positions were growing before
2010 but declining afterwards (Figure 3.1). The average 13-week changes in managed-money
spread positions and total open interest are both positive, reflecting the growth of spread
trading and expansion of the crude oil futures market. The average 1-week excess returns for
WTI crude oil are positive across maturities in SNG’s sample period and become negative
in the post-sample period because of the large drop in crude oil prices since the summer of
2014.
Table 3.2 shows the correlations between 1-week excess returns and the contemporaneous
and lagged predictor variables in both sample periods. Correlations in SNG’s sample period
(panel A) are quite similar to those shown in SNG’s table 1. The 13-week changes in index
positions consistently have a positive correlation with contemporaneous and future excess
returns. However, these correlations become negative in the post-sample period (panel B).
Similarly, the excess returns have very different correlations with other predictor variables
in SNG’s original sample versus the post-sample period, especially with lagged predictors in
which many correlation coefficients are close to zero.
Table 3.3 presents coefficient estimates and t values (in parentheses) of model (3.1) for
SNG’s sample period. Standard errors and t-statistics are computed based on Newey and
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West’s (1994) procedure to allow for serial correlation and conditional heteroskedasticity.
We report results for selected contracts with maturity equal to 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 months
and compress intercepts to save space. Predictors are standardized by dividing by sample
standard deviations. By doing so, coefficient estimates can be interpreted as the impact
on excess returns of a one standard deviation change in the predictor and their magnitudes
reflect the relative importance of predictors in explaining 1-week ahead excess returns for
WTI crude oil.
The most notable finding by SNG and confirmed in Table 3.3 is that the 13-week changes
in index positions from the Masters algorithm have an “economically large and statistically
significant effect” on 1-week excess returns. This result is graphically illustrated in Figure
3.1, which plots futures prices of nearby contracts versus index positions based on the Masters
algorithm for WTI crude oil. The figure shows a strong co-movement between futures prices
and index positions especially during 2008. Specifically, increases in index positions over
the preceding three months predict higher crude oil prices. For example, a one standard
deviation increase in IIP13 raises the 1-week excess return on the 1-month contract by
1.792% holding all other variables constant.13
Following SNG, the estimated impact can be compared to the standard deviation of ER1,
5.816% (Table 3.1) in order to assess the absolute size of the effect. Since the index impact
is slightly more than 30% of the weekly standard deviation of returns, it is reasonable to
conclude that the estimated impact is large in an absolute sense. Relative to other predictor
variables, IIP13 also has the largest positive impact. This is true for excess returns on
contracts with all maturities. The rest of the predictor variables also show statistically
significant forecasting power for excess returns on WTI crude oil at least in this particular
period. The absolute values of coefficient estimates decrease in maturity, suggesting that it
is more difficult to predict excess returns on contracts that expire at more distant horizons.
The same explanation applies to the decreasing pattern of adjusted R2 across maturities. In
13SNG shows that the impact is even larger on futures returns over a 4-week horizon.
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sum, using the same data and sample period, we obtain virtually the same finding as SNG,
i.e., index positions have economically large and statistically significant impacts on futures
prices for crude oil.
We now consider sensitivity of the estimation results to the selection of a 13-week change
in index positions constructed via the Masters algorithm. Hamilton and Wu (2015) use a
simplified version of SNG’s model and find that the predictability of crude oil returns is max-
imized for a 12-week change in notional index positions (dollars). Here, we estimate model
(3.1) for index position changes over the previous 1 to 52 weeks (IIPm, m = 1, · · · , 52).
Figure 3.2 reports the adjusted R2 and coefficient estimate of IIPm with a 95% confidence
interval in predicting 1-week excess returns on the 1-month contract. Maximal predictability
in terms of adjusted R2 is achieved when m = 19, which is different from Hamilton and Wu
(2015) because we include conditioning variables and express index positions in contracts in-
stead of dollars. The coefficient estimate of IIPm is significantly positive for 10- to 30-week
changes in index positions. While there is evidence of a significant impact of index positions
for a fairly wide range of lags, there is also considerable sensitivity in the degree of pre-
dictability, particularly for lags less than 10 weeks compared to 10- to 30-week lags. SNG’s
finding that index positions have a significant impact on futures prices for WTI crude oil is
somewhat sensitive to the length of interval in which index position changes are calculated.
We next consider how much of the significant predictability of crude oil returns in SNG’s
sample is influenced by events during 2008. Hamilton and Wu (2015) report that the pre-
dictability of crude oil returns using index positions from the Masters algorithm can be
traced to the first phase of the 2008 Great Recession. To further investigate this possibility,
we introduce a dummy variable to model (3.1),
ERmoilt+1 = α + βXt + γIIP13t + θIIP13t ∗D08t + εt, (3.2)
where D08t is equal to 1 for 2008 and 0 otherwise. The interaction term allows us to isolate
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the differential impact of IIP13 on excess returns in 2008 relative to the rest of the sample
period. Table 3.4 shows estimation results for model (3.2). Not surprisingly, all predictor
variables have quite similar estimates and levels of significance as in Table 3.3. The main
difference is that the 13-week change in index positions, IIP13, becomes less significant
or insignificant, especially for distant contracts. In contrast, the interaction term is highly
significant for excess returns on all contracts, suggesting that the predictive power of IIP13
is mainly associated with 2008. In terms of magnitude, the impact of index positions is much
larger in 2008 than other periods. For example, a one standard deviation increase in IIP13,
on average, raises 1-week excess returns on the nearby contracts by 2.74% in 2008, which is
about 4.5 times as large as the impact over the rest of the period (0.605%).
To further refine the analysis, we specify the dummy variable for the first and second half
of 2008 and report estimation results in Table 3.5. Note in panel A the coefficient estimate
on IIP13 is larger and more significant than the interaction term IIP13 ∗ D08. Referring
back to Figure 3.1, this means that index positions had limited forecasting power for crude
oil returns during the most dramatic upward phase of the crude oil price spike. We find
just the opposite result when the dummy is specified for the second half of 2008 (panel B).
In particular, none of the coefficients are significant for IIP13 outside of the second half of
2008, but the interaction term is highly significant for excess returns on all contracts. The
coefficient estimate on IIP13 ∗ D08 is also the largest of any estimated for SNG’s sample.
For example, a one standard deviation increase in IIP13, on average, raises 1-week excess
returns on nearby contracts by 3.948% in the second half of 2008. Our results confirm
Hamilton and Wu’s (2015) finding that the predictability of crude oil returns using index
positions from the Masters algorithm is actually limited to the onset of the Great Recession
and the rapid decline in crude oil prices in the second half of 2008.
Finally, we estimate model (3.1) using the post-sample period of January 19, 2010 through
December 29, 2015. The estimation results are reported in Table 3.6 and provide a strikingly
different picture of predictive relationships. The coefficient estimate on IIP13 is negative
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and statistically significant at all return horizons. This implies increasing commodity index
positions predict decreasing crude oil returns, just the opposite of the alleged impact of
index investment. The result is actually not surprising based on the post-2010 trends found
in Figure 3.1. After 2010, index positions generated from the Masters algorithm trend
downward sharply while crude oil prices rise until mid-2014. Perhaps even more surprising,
all the other predictor variables are insignificant in the post-sample period and lose their
ability to predict excess returns for WTI crude oil. The disappearance of forecasting power
for all conditioning variables suggests that the significant effects identified in SNG’s period
are sample specific and do not persist for an extended period.
3.2.2 Impact of index positions from the Gilbert algorithm
The Gilbert algorithm, similar to the Masters algorithm, provides a method of inferring index
positions for WTI crude oil from index positions in agricultural commodities (Gilbert, 2010).
Specifically, the Gilbert algorithm uses the aggregate index positions of twelve agricultural
commodities as a measure of crude oil index positions.14 Table 3.7 reports estimation results
for different model specifications. Gilbert13 represents the 13-week change of index positions
from the Gilbert algorithm. The other predictor variables remain the same. Column I is for
model (3.1) and Columns II to V are for the alternative models considered previously for
Masters algorithm positions. Once again, the 13-week change in index positions is positive
and highly significant in SNG’s sample period (column I). When the dummy is introduced
the coefficient estimate on Gilbert13 is smaller and less significant with the forecasting power
mainly from 2008 (column II), especially the second half of 2008 (column IV). Once again,
results are totally different for the post-sample period in which index position changes have
a significantly negative impact on crude oil returns and all predictor variables lose their
significance (column V). These results reinforce the conclusion that the impact of index
positions from mapping algorithms tends to be sample specific and does not appear in post-
14Details of the Gilbert algorithm will be presented in the following section.
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sample periods.
3.2.3 Impact of index positions from alternative sources
Given previous criticisms of the accuracy of the Masters algorithm (e.g., Irwin and Sanders,
2012; Sanders and Irwin, 2013) and the sensitivity of the results documented above, it is
natural to ask whether other measures of index positions in WTI crude oil futures yield
similar results. We consider two alternative measures of index positions, both based on
actual trading records of index funds in WTI crude oil futures. The first is from the iShares
S&P GSCI Commodity-Indexed Trust (GSG), which is designed to track the performance of
the S&P-GSCI Total Return Index, by all accounts the most widely-tracked price index for
commodity index investment. SNG examines quarterly GSG WTI crude oil positions and
reports that the broad trends in crude oil positions from GSG and the Masters algorithm
are similar. The inception date for GSG is July 10, 2006, less than a month after the start
date of the sample for this study. GSG assets under management rose quickly after inception
and reached a peak of $2.1 billion in April 2011. The GSG index positions for WTI crude
oil are calculated as the product of total net assets in dollars and dollar weights of WTI
crude oil in the index divided by futures prices.15 The second measure of index positions
comes from a large private commodity index fund (“the Fund”) that replicates a proprietary
commodity index. Sanders and Irwin (2014) show that the Fund’s allocations across markets
and investment flows through time do not differ substantially from that observed as a whole
for the commodity index investment industry, and as a result, argue that the Fund’s position
data are representative of index participation and activity in commodity futures markets.
These data are available beginning on February 13, 2007.
Figure 3.3 shows the four standardized measures of index positions for WTI crude oil in
SNG’s sample period. The trends are broadly consistent for index positions from the Masters
algorithm, the GSG, and the Fund, which is confirmed by high pairwise correlations above
15Historical net assets of GSG are collected from Bloomberg and dollar weights of WTI crude oil in the
S&P-GSCI index are provided by Standard & Poor’s.
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0.8. Index positions estimated via the Gilbert algorithm are less correlated with the other
three. Nonetheless, there is a common hump during 2008 in index positions from the two
mapping algorithms, which is less pronounced or not present in the GSG or Fund measures.
Using the GSG and Fund crude oil index positions, we re-estimate model (3.1) for SNG’s
sample period and report the results in Table 3.8. The contrast with the estimation results
based on index positions from the Masters and Gilbert algorithms (Table 3.3 and 3.7) is
striking. The size of coefficient estimates on IIP13 is reduced about two-thirds with the
GSG and Fund position measures and none of the estimates across horizons are statistically
significant. Coefficient estimates for the conditioning variables are somewhat larger and
maintain similar significance levels as before. The fit of the regression is uniformly smaller
due to the insignificance of index position changes. Clearly, there is no significant evidence
that index positions help predict excess returns for WTI crude oil using the GSG and Fund
position measures.
The estimation results presented in this section lead us to concur with Hamilton and Wu
(2015) that, “... the correlation identified by Singleton thus has no success at describing data
since his paper was written and indeed seems not to have captured a stable predictive relation
even within the sample that he analyzed” (p.203). In view of these sample sensitivities and
the fact that the relationship with crude oil futures disappears with the two alternative
measures of index positions, it is reasonable to conclude that mapping crude oil positions
from agricultural futures is unreliable due to substantial measurement error. This raises the
obvious question of the source of inaccuracy in mapping algorithms, and by implication, the
spurious estimates of the relationship between index flows and crude oil futures prices found
in some previous studies (e.g., Mayer, 2012; Singleton, 2014; Gilbert and Pfuderer, 2014;
Cheng et al., 2015).
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3.3 Mapping Algorithms
This section investigates the accuracy of mapping algorithms and the source of the spurious
relationship between index flows and crude oil futures prices. First, we show theoretically
that investing in a single commodity index requires annually fixed ratios in positions. Then,
we describe the two mapping algorithms and highlight the fixed ratio relations they are based
upon. Next, the fixed ratio relations are formally tested using index positions from the SCOT
and IID reports. Last, we explain the spurious relationship between index positions from
mapping algorithms and crude oil futures prices.
3.3.1 Replication of commodity indices
The two most popular commodity indices are the S&PGSCI and the Bloomberg Commodity
Index,16 which provide broad exposure to commodity futures via index-based instruments
such as Exchange-Traded Products (ETPs) and swaps. Providers of these instruments have
to hedge their risk by replicating the index using underlying futures contracts. The way the
indices are constructed implies annually fixed ratios in positions that are needed to replicate
the index. Since the two commodity indices are constructed in similar ways, we focus on the
S&PGSCI in the following analysis.
The S&PGSCI is a production-weighted index with the weights based on the amount of
the commodity produced worldwide. There are four separate but related indices: the S&P
GSCI Spot Index, the S&P GSCI Excess Return Index, the S&P GSCI Total Return Index,
and the S&P GSCI Futures Price Index. We focus on the S&P GSCI Total Return Index
(S&PGSCI TR) because it serves as the tracking target for most index-based products.17
To facilitate comparisons, we use the same concepts and notations as in the manual of S&P
16The Bloomberg Commodity Index was originally launched in 1998 as the Dow Jones-AIG Commodity
Index, renamed to Dow Jones-UBS Commodity Index in 2009, and its current name on July 1, 2014.
17The same results can be obtained for the spot and excess return indices.
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Dow Jones Indices (2015). The S&PGSCI TR index is constructed in a cumulative manner,
S&PGSCI TRd = S&PGSCI TRd−1(1 + CDRd + TBRd), (3.3)
where CDRd ≡ TDWdTDWd−1 − 1 is the Contract Daily Return defined as the percentage change
of the Total Dollar Weight and TBRd is the Treasury Bill Return on day d. Equation (3.3)
shows that the total return is comprised of two parts: the weighted change in the price
for futures positions and the interest earned on hypothetical fully collateralized contract




(CPW c ∗DCRP cd ), (3.4)
where CPW c is the Contract Production Weight for commodity c and DCRP cd is the Daily
Contract Reference Price for commodity c on day d. CPW c reflects the relative significance
of each of the commodities included in the index and DCRP cd refers to the futures price
of the applicable contract. There is no time subscript in CPW c, reflecting the fact that
production data are only updated on an annual basis. In fact, CPW c is specified at the
beginning of each calendar year and remains fixed during the year.
To continuously replicate the index one has to roll futures positions across contracts -
closing positions in contracts that are close to maturity and re-establishing them in contracts
with a longer maturity. Rolling activity of the S&PGSCI takes place on the 5th through the
9th business day every month. On roll days, the calculation of TDWd includes prices of
both nearby and deferred contracts. The calculation of TDWd needs to reflect two changes
- rolling positions and updating CPW c - on January roll days.
We show in appendix that in order to replicate the S&PGSCI TR index the required
positions Xc1d and X
c2








Intuitively, the position ratio is equal to the ratio of contract production weights scaled by
contract sizes. Most important, this ratio is annually fixed because both CPW and CS are
constant during a calendar year except for January roll days when CPW is updated.
3.3.2 The Masters algorithm
The Masters algorithm is a method of imputing commodity index positions for individual
futures markets that are not available based on the weekly agricultural index positions from
the SCOT report. The basic idea is to take an SCOT market that is unique to one of the
two major indices - S&PGSCI and BCI - and use the notional value of index trader positions
in that market to estimate total investment in the particular index. The uniqueness is
key because it allows all of the SCOT positions for the unique market to be attributed to
investment in a particular index. Then, any non-SCOT market (e.g., WTI crude oil) is
simply assigned a notional value according to its weight in the index and positions can be
computed from the notional value in a straightforward manner.
These procedures can be stated formally by taking WTI crude oil as an example. Let
XCLd,SPGSCI and X
FC
d,SPGSCI be positions for WTI crude oil (CL) and feeder cattle (FC) on day
d that are tied to the S&PGSCI. Since feeder cattle is only included the S&PGSCI and its
positions are known from the SCOT report, the Masters algorithm implies,
XCLd,SPGSCI =





where wCLd and w
FC
d are dollar weights of WTI crude oil and feeder cattle in the S&PGSCI
on day d, CS is contract size, and DCRPd is daily contract reference price. X
FC
d,SPGSCI ∗
CSFC ∗DCRP FCd is the dollar value of feeder cattle positions, which is divided by its own
dollar weights to obtain the total dollar value of investment in the S&PGSCI. The crude oil
positions is then the product of total dollar value of index investment and dollar weights of
WTI crude oil divided by the value of contract. A second position estimate for WTI crude
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oil can be generated from Kansas wheat that is also unique to the S&PGSCI, and Masters
(2008) suggests taking the average of imputed WTI positions based on Kansas wheat and
feeder cattle. Similarly, we can generate the crude oil index positions that are tied to the
BCI and the total crude oil index positions are simply the sum of two implied from each
index.18
We next show that the Masters algorithm is essentially based on the annually fixed ratio
relation. By definition, the dollar weight wcd for any commodity c is defined as (S&P Dow
Jones Indices, 2015, p.13),
wcd =











which is exactly the same as the annually fixed ratio result shown in Equation (3.5). Under
the Masters assumption that all index investment tracks the two commodity indices, Equa-
tion (3.8) is an exact relation because XFCd,S&PGSCI is only tied to a single index. This relation
collapses for commodities that are tracked by more than one index. For example, consider
crude oil and corn (C), both of which are included in the two indices. We have shown that















is not constant but varies between k1 and k2. Consequently, the
Masters assumption that all index investment tracks only two indices ensures the uniqueness
in certain markets.19
18See Sanders and Irwin (2013) for numerical examples and Hamilton and Wu (2015) for a similar math-
ematical description.
19Hamilton and Wu (2015) show that the Masters algorithm can be generalized to infer index positions
for non-SCOT markets from any SCOT market beyond the unique ones although the assumption that all
commodity index investment tracks the S&PGSCI and BCI is required. The bottom line remains the same -
inferring index positions from agricultural commodities. Here, such a generalization is not included because
we focus on Masters’ original procedure used in previous studies.
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3.3.3 The Gilbert algorithm
The Gilbert algorithm uses the aggregate index positions in the twelve SCOT agricultural
commodities as a measure of index flows in all commodities, including those in energy and
metals. Cheng et al. (2015) argue that aggregate agricultural index flows may be more
representative because they are less exposed to netting problems and less noisy compared






where XcSCOT is the net long index position of commodity c from the SCOT report and F
c
is the futures price used for weighting. Following Gilbert (2010) and Cheng et al. (2015), F c
is fixed such that the Gilbert measure only reflects changes in positions rather than prices.
Here, we use futures prices for nearby contracts on January 3, 2006 to avoid the influence of
information from within the sample and check prices on multiple dates for robustness. The
Gilbert measure is set to be 100 on January 3, 2006.
To impute WTI crude oil positions of index investors, the Gilbert algorithm assumes
a constant relation between crude oil index positions and the aggregate index positions of










is constant. However, this relation
cannot hold for aggregate positions as shown in the previous section.
3.3.4 Testing fixed ratio relations
Given that both mapping algorithms implicitly assume fixed ratio relations in index positions,
we formally test these relations using index positions from the SCOT and IID reports.
Consider the following regression,










2 + εt, (3.10)
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where m is the number of years, Dit is equal to 1 if t falls into year i and 0 otherwise, and
trend and trend2 are the linear and quadratic time trend. The αi coefficients reflect the
inter-year differences while βi and γi capture the intra-year variation. The null hypothesis
of interest is H0 : β1 = β2 = · · · = βm = γ1 = γ2 = · · · = γm = 0, which can be tested
using an ordinary F test. Our test is conservative in the sense that absence of linear and
quadratic time trends does not imply annually constant index position ratios since there
might be high-order variations, while rejection of H0 suggests that index position ratios are
not constant at least within a calendar year. Observations over January roll periods are
excluded because they are different from those in the rest of the year due to updates in
production weights.
We first use index positions of commodities that are unique to the S&PGSCI to test the
fixed ratio relation underlying the Masters algorithm. If index investment only tracks two
commodity indices, the ratio in index positions between those unique commodities should
be annually fixed except for January roll periods. Specifically, we consider three agricultural
commodities (Kansas wheat, feeder cattle, and cocoa), whose index positions are available
from the SCOT report. Index position ratios are computed with gross and net long positions.
Figure 3.4(a) shows gross long index position ratios between Kansas wheat and feeder cattle
for 2006-2015. Clearly, there is substantial intra-year variation in the ratios. Table 3.9 panel
A reports p values of the F test on H0 for 2006-2015 and each year. With few exceptions,
the tests suggest rejecting the fixed ratio assumption at a 5% significance level. The most
likely reason is that the three agricultural commodities are not truly unique so that only a
portion of their index positions are tied to the S&PGSCI. Since the fixed ratio relation does
not hold between unique commodities, it is even more unlikely to hold between commodities
that are tracked by more than one index. We confirm this by testing index position ratios
calculated from all 66 pairs of the twelve agricultural commodities. Table 3.9 panel B reports
the number and percentage of cases in which the fixed ratio assumption is not rejected. Not
surprisingly, no pair of commodities have annually fixed ratios in index positions for 2006-
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2015 with a few exceptions for each year.
Next, we test the fixed ratio relation in index positions between crude oil and agricultural
commodities assumed by the Gilbert algorithm. We use index positions from the IID report
for this test because it is the only CFTC report containing WTI crude oil positions for
index investors. The IID report is available from December 2007 on a quarterly basis and
from June 2010 on a monthly basis. We calculate the ratios based on gross and net long
positions. Table 3.10 reports the p values of the F test on H0 in different scenarios. The first
twelve columns present results for ratios between WTI crude oil and individual agricultural
commodities and the last column is for ratios between WTI crude oil and the Gilbert measure.
In most cases we reject the null hypothesis, indicating a lack of constant relations in index
positions between WTI crude oil and individual agricultural commodities or their aggregate
(also shown in Figure 3.4(b)). So, it can be problematic to generate crude oil index positions
from index positions of individual agricultural commodities or their aggregate as the Gilbert
algorithm does.
The test results provide strong evidence against fixed ratio relations between index com-
modities, consistent with the argument that the fixed ratio relation does not hold for aggre-
gate positions. In fact, there are many other commodity indices or sub-indices in commodity
markets.20 The fixed ratio relations fail because index investment in all commodity markets
track multiple indices. In addition, the absolute error can be greatly amplified through map-
ping if WTI crude oil has a larger weight than agricultural commodities. For example, the
average multiplier between WTI crude oil and feeder cattle, computed based on Equation
(3.9), is 48 for 2006-2010, which means that a 1 thousand contracts increase in positions
of feeder cattle raises imputed positions of WTI crude oil by 48 thousand contracts. This
further undermines the accuracy of mapping algorithms. In sum, mapping algorithms may
produce inaccurate or even misleading measures of index positions for WTI crude oil due to
the failure of the fixed position ratio assumption.
20The Global Commodity ETP Quarterly released by the ETF securities provide a list of commodity
exchange traded products (ETPs) and their target indices.
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3.3.5 Decomposition of the mapping algorithm results
To further explore the inaccuracy, we compare index positions in WTI crude oil from the
Masters and Gilbert algorithms with IID position data - the most precise and reliable measure
available.21 Figure 3.5 shows the three index position measures for December 2007 through
September 2015. Both mapping algorithms over-estimate index positions for WTI crude oil
most of the time in this period. One of the largest deviations occurred in 2008. The Masters
index positions increased from 527,000 contracts to 687,000 contracts in the first half of 2008
and dropped back to 447,000 contracts at the end of the year. The Gilbert measure displays
an even larger hump pattern. In contrast, the IID positions fell by 47,000 contracts over
the same period. Another dramatic mis-measurement occurred in late 2014, when the IID
positions increased substantially from 463,000 contracts to 639,000 contracts but the two
measures from mapping algorithms showed no sign of increase. Consequently, the mapping
algorithms provide a poor estimate of the magnitude and direction of WTI crude oil index
positions, especially during 2008 in which a significant impact was identified.
We decompose index positions from the two mapping algorithms to more precisely deter-
mine the source of mis-measurement. Figure 3.6(a) shows crude oil index positions from the
Masters algorithm and the two components tied to the S&PGSCI and BCI. The pattern of
total index positions is mainly determined by its S&PGSCI component, consistent with the
fact that the S&PGSCI is heavily concentrated in energy markets. By construction (Equa-
tion (3.6)), the pattern of the S&PGSCI component is driven by changes in index positions
of feeder cattle and Kansas wheat (Figure 3.6(b) and 3.6(c)). Index positions in these two
markets display very different patterns, especially during the 2008 when a spike occurred in
feeder cattle but not in Kansas wheat. In particular, the gross long index positions of feeder
cattle increased from 9 thousand contracts to 11.6 thousand contracts in the first half of 2008
and dropped back to 7 thousand contracts at the end of 2008. In other words, it is the spike
21The CFTC discontinued the release of IID report in November 2015. Without the IID available as a
cross-check, researchers will need to be especially skeptical of empirical analysis that use mapping algorithms
to estimated fund positions in energy futures markets.
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of index positions in feeder cattle (Figure 3.6(b)) that causes a hump in the Masters estimate
of crude oil index positions (Figure 3.6(a)). If this is true, index positions in feeder cattle
should have a similar impact on crude oil prices as the original Masters algorithm estimates.
Figure 3.7 shows the nearby futures prices of WTI crude oil and 13-week index position
changes in Kansas wheat, feeder cattle, and soybean oil for the SNG’s sample period. A
common decline in prices and index positions is observed for feeder cattle and soybean oil
during 2008. For Kansas wheat the index positions dropped much earlier than prices. To
formally test this relationship, we re-estimate model (3.1), in which IIP13t represents 13-
week changes in index positions of Kansas wheat, feeder cattle, or soybean oil, and all other
predictor variables remain the same. The estimation results in Table 3.11 show that index
positions of feeder cattle have an economically large and statistically significant impact on
crude oil prices and Kansas wheat does not. Although index positions in soybean oil are
also significant, the magnitude is much smaller since the BCI component is relatively small
in generating the imputed index positions based on the Masters algorithm.
Figure 3.8 shows gross long index positions for the twelve SCOT agricultural commodi-
ties and the Gilbert algorithm measure (in bold) of WTI crude oil positions. Some markets
display a hump pattern in positions with different degrees of magnitude during 2008 (e.g.,
cocoa, sugar, live cattle, and feeder cattle), while others do not (e.g., Chicago wheat, Kansas
wheat). Overall, the Gilbert measure shows a similar hump during 2008, making it a poor
estimate of crude oil index positions relative to the IID measure. Regression results (not
reported) show that index positions have significant impacts on crude oil prices for com-
modities with a clear hump during 2008.
Overall, the pattern of index positions from mapping algorithms is mainly determined by
index position changes in a few agricultural commodity markets such as feeder cattle. The
idiosyncratic hump in index positions in those agricultural commodity markets during 2008,
together with the simultaneous spike of crude oil prices, creates the spurious impact of index
positions on futures prices for WTI crude oil.
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3.4 Summary and Conclusions
The boom and bust in crude oil prices over 2003-08 led to a global debate about the role of
index investment in commodity futures markets. Empirical research has examined the rela-
tionship between index positions and crude oil prices and obtained mixed results. Some
researchers use index positions from the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) Disaggregated Commitments of Traders (DCOT) and Index Investment Data (IID)
reports or private index funds and find no significant impact on futures prices for WTI crude
oil (e.g., Büyükşahin and Harris, 2011; Sanders and Irwin, 2011; Irwin and Sanders, 2012;
Sanders and Irwin, 2014; Brunetti et al., 2015). However, some studies rely on mapping
algorithms to estimate index positions in WTI crude oil from agricultural commodities and
find an “economically large and statistically significant” impact on crude oil prices (e.g.,
Gilbert, 2010; Mayer, 2012; Gilbert and Pfuderer, 2014; Singleton, 2014; Cheng et al., 2015).
In this paper, we investigate how index positions imputed based on mapping algorithms
may lead to a spurious impact on crude oil prices. Using the same forecasting model as Sin-
gleton (2014), we confirm previous findings that index positions from mapping algorithms
have a large and statistically significant impact on excess returns for WTI crude oil. How-
ever, the forecasting power comes mainly from 2008, especially the second half of 2008, and
disappears in a post-sample period. Using two alternative index position measures we fail to
find any significant impact of index positions on crude oil prices. In light of the sensitivity
to market events in 2008 and the post-sample period, results from previous research based
on mapping algorithms are highly questionable and likely spurious.
To evaluate the accuracy of mapping algorithms, we show theoretically that the mapping
algorithms implicitly assume fixed ratio relations in index positions between WTI crude oil
and agricultural commodities. However, the fixed ratio relation only holds for positions
that are tied to a single commodity index and fails for aggregate positions that the two
mapping algorithms are based upon. A formal test of fixed ratio relations is implemented
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using position data from the SCOT and IID reports. Compared with the IID measure,
mapping algorithms provide poor estimates of index positions for WTI crude oil in both
direction and magnitude. In particular, index position measures from mapping algorithms
show a clear hump while the IID measure does not during 2008. Decomposition reveals that
the 2008 hump in index position measures from mapping algorithms is mainly determined
by position changes of a single (or a few) agricultural commodities. More specifically, it is
the idiosyncratic hump behavior of agricultural index positions during 2008, in parallel with
the spike of crude oil prices, that causes a spurious impact of index positions on crude oil
prices.
Our results don’t rule out a rational (“financialization”) impact of index investment on
commodity futures prices. For example, in the theoretical models of Acharya et al. (2013),
Etula (2013), Brunetti and Reiffen (2014), and Hamilton and Wu (2014, 2015) index traders
help reduce the risk premium that accrues to speculators by providing long positions to
hedgers, although they may offer less long positions in times of financial stress (Cheng et al.,
2015). Rational impacts along these lines, if evident, are likely to be economically small
but long-lasting. In contrast, our study adds to the growing body of literature showing
that buying pressure from index funds did not cause a massive bubble in commodity futures
prices during 2007-08. In particular, our results are consistent with previous studies (Irwin
and Sanders, 2012; Sanders and Irwin, 2013, 2014; Hamilton and Wu, 2015) which question
the accuracy of the Masters algorithm and regression results based upon it. Furthermore, we
present direct evidence that index position measures from mapping algorithms are misleading
and can lead to spurious estimates of the impact on crude oil prices. Our results support
the recent argument put forth by the CFTC Energy and Environmental Markets Advisory
Committee against new position-limits rules. Any policy move should be cautious given the
lack of compelling evidence about a “large” price impact of financial investment in commodity
futures markets and the potential costs to market participants of additional regulations.
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3.5 Tables and Figures
Table 3.1: Sample Means, Standard Deviations of 1-Week Excess Returns on Futures Posi-
tions of WTI Crude Oil and Predictor Variables
SNG’s sample period Post-sample period
6/13/2006 - 1/12/2010 1/19/2010 - 12/29/2015
Mean SD Mean SD
Predictor
variables
RSP -0.083 2.997 0.194 2.110
REM 0.153 4.994 -0.008 2.666
REPO -0.003 0.078 0.000 0.056
IIP13 0.041 0.087 -0.018 0.057
MMS13 0.001 0.044 0.006 0.046
OI13 0.010 0.100 0.019 0.129
AV B 0.000 0.777 0.002 0.219
Excess
returns
ER1 0.001 5.816 -0.270 4.324
ER3 0.119 5.444 -0.215 4.101
ER6 0.146 5.106 -0.171 3.848
ER12 0.163 4.743 -0.151 3.401
ER24 0.186 4.315 -0.146 2.807
RSP and REM are the 1-week returns (in percent) on the S&P 500 Index and the MSCI Emerging Asia
Index. REPO is the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury bonds held by primary dealers
in trillion dollars. IIP13 is the 13-week change in index positions (million contracts) from the Masters
algorithm. MMS13 and OI13 are the 13-week changes in managed-money spread positions and total open
interest (million contracts). AV B is the 1-week change in average basis. ERm is the 1-week excess return
(in percent) on WTI crude oil futures contract that expires in m months.
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Table 3.2: Correlations between 1-Week Excess Returns on Futures Positions of WTI Crude
Oil and Contemporaneous and Lagged Predictor Variables
RSP REM REPO IIP13 MMS13 OI13 AV B
Panel A: SNG’s sample period, 6/13/2006 - 1/12/2010
Contemporaneous predictors
ER1 0.39 0.37 0.11 0.26 0.20 0.16 -0.24
ER3 0.43 0.43 0.08 0.26 0.19 0.16 -0.22
ER6 0.44 0.45 0.05 0.26 0.17 0.16 -0.19
ER12 0.44 0.46 0.03 0.26 0.15 0.14 -0.16
ER24 0.41 0.45 0.03 0.25 0.12 0.13 -0.13
Lagged predictors
ER1 0.13 -0.10 -0.20 0.26 0.20 0.12 -0.35
ER3 0.13 -0.09 -0.20 0.27 0.18 0.13 -0.34
ER6 0.15 -0.10 -0.19 0.27 0.17 0.13 -0.32
ER12 0.17 -0.11 -0.19 0.26 0.15 0.12 -0.26
ER24 0.16 -0.14 -0.18 0.25 0.13 0.11 -0.19
Panel B: Post-sample period, 1/19/2010 - 12/29/2015
Contemporaneous predictors
ER1 0.53 0.37 -0.05 -0.07 0.02 0.06 -0.41
ER3 0.56 0.39 -0.05 -0.07 0.02 0.06 -0.34
ER6 0.58 0.41 -0.05 -0.07 0.02 0.05 -0.29
ER12 0.60 0.44 -0.05 -0.06 0.02 0.05 -0.24
ER24 0.62 0.47 -0.05 -0.06 0.02 0.04 -0.16
Lagged predictors
ER1 -0.14 0.00 -0.03 -0.13 0.06 0.05 -0.02
ER3 -0.14 0.01 -0.02 -0.13 0.06 0.05 -0.03
ER6 -0.14 0.01 -0.02 -0.13 0.05 0.05 -0.04
ER12 -0.13 0.01 -0.02 -0.13 0.05 0.04 -0.05
ER24 -0.11 0.01 -0.02 -0.12 0.06 0.04 -0.06
RSP and REM are the 1-week returns (in percent) on the S&P 500 Index and the MSCI Emerging Asia
Index. REPO is the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury bonds held by primary dealers
in trillion dollars. IIP13 is the 13-week change in index positions (million contracts) from the Masters
algorithm. MMS13 and OI13 are the 13-week changes in managed-money spread positions and total open
interest (million contracts). AV B is the 1-week change in average basis. ERm is the 1-week excess return
(in percent) on WTI crude oil futures contract that expires in m months.
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Table 3.3: Coefficients Estimates for 1-Week Excess Return Forecasting for WTI Crude Oil
with Index Positions from the Masters Algorithm, 6/13/2006 - 1/12/2010
RSP REM REPO IIP13 MMS13 OI13 AV B Rlag R
2
adj
ER1 0.804 -0.935 -1.217 1.792 1.385 -0.716 -1.948 -0.706 0.30
(3.26) (-2.16) (-4.02) (4.16) (6.28) (-3.61) (-17.20) (-2.39)
ER3 0.816 -0.788 -1.152 1.647 1.172 -0.524 -1.764 -0.781 0.29
(2.71) (-1.63) (-3.18) (2.91) (5.18) (-1.85) (-13.82) (-2.60)
ER6 0.874 -0.883 -1.050 1.532 1.019 -0.482 -1.477 -0.581 0.27
(2.54) (-1.64) (-2.43) (2.75) (4.57) (-1.25) (-9.71) (-1.92)
ER12 0.980 -1.017 -0.959 1.414 0.841 -0.429 -1.030 -0.432 0.25
(2.50) (-1.62) (-1.94) (2.87) (3.92) (-1.02) (-6.20) (-1.34)
ER24 0.911 -1.121 -0.798 1.254 0.669 -0.365 -0.608 -0.250 0.21
(2.48) (-1.87) (-1.79) (3.06) (3.43) (-1.07) (-3.23) (-0.75)
Independent variables include: RSP and REM : the 1-week returns (in percent) on the S&P 500 Index
and the MSCI Emerging Asia Index. REPO: the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury
bonds held by primary dealers in trillion dollars. IIP13: the 13-week change in index positions (million
contracts) from the Masters algorithm. MMS13 and OI13: the 13-week changes in managed-money spread
positions and total open interest (million contracts). AV B: the 1-week change in average basis. Rlag:
lagged excess return. Dependent variable ERm is the 1-week realized excess return (in percent) on WTI
crude oil futures contract that expires in m months. Independent variables are standardized by dividing by
standard deviations. Standard errors are adjusted by Newey-West’s approach and t statistics are shown in
parentheses.
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Table 3.4: Coefficients Estimates for 1-Week Excess Return Forecasting for WTI Crude Oil
with Index Positions from the Masters Algorithm and the Dummy for 2008, 6/13/2006 -
1/12/2010
RSP REM REPO IIP13 IIP13 ∗
D08
MMS13 OI13 AV B Rlag R
2
adj
ER1 0.868 -0.879 -1.283 0.605 2.135 1.187 -0.688 -1.989 -0.900 0.33
(2.73) (-1.64) (-3.47) (1.81) (4.58) (5.65) (-3.22) (-13.05) (-2.76)
ER3 0.883 -0.722 -1.217 0.536 1.997 0.984 -0.495 -1.800 -0.978 0.32
(3.60) (-1.96) (-4.14) (1.93) (5.72) (7.57) (-3.43) (-16.36) (-4.57)
ER6 0.940 -0.815 -1.116 0.481 1.892 0.839 -0.454 -1.509 -0.775 0.30
(2.86) (-1.60) (-2.91) (1.57) (5.67) (4.39) (-2.17) (-9.61) (-2.95)
ER12 1.043 -0.947 -1.024 0.418 1.795 0.665 -0.404 -1.057 -0.620 0.27
(2.77) (-1.54) (-2.07) (1.27) (3.65) (3.51) (-1.25) (-6.00) (-2.15)
ER24 0.961 -1.061 -0.859 0.355 1.619 0.507 -0.342 -0.625 -0.413 0.24
(2.69) (-1.73) (-1.85) (1.16) (3.59) (2.85) (-1.21) (-3.45) (-1.37)
Independent variables include: RSP and REM : the 1-week returns (in percent) on the S&P 500 Index
and the MSCI Emerging Asia Index. REPO: the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury
bonds held by primary dealers in trillion dollars. IIP13: the 13-week change in index positions (million
contracts) from the Masters algorithm. MMS13 and OI13: the 13-week changes in managed-money spread
positions and total open interest (million contracts). AV B: the 1-week change in average basis. Rlag: lagged
excess return. Dummy variable D08 is equal to 1 for 2008 and 0 otherwise. Dependent variable ERm is
the 1-week realized excess return (in percent) on WTI crude oil futures contract that expires in m months.
Independent variables are standardized by dividing by standard deviations. Standard errors are adjusted by
Newey-West’s approach and t statistics are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.5: Coefficients Estimates for 1-Week Excess Return Forecasting for WTI Crude Oil
with Index Positions from the Masters Algorithm and the Dummy for the 1st and 2nd Half
of 2008, 6/13/2006 - 1/12/2010
RSP REM REPO IIP13 IIP13 ∗
D08
MMS13 OI13 AV B Rlag R
2
adj
Panel A: D08=1 for the 1st half of 2008
ER1 0.820 -0.893 -1.220 1.637 0.973 1.383 -0.623 -1.964 -0.749 0.30
(4.10) (-2.55) (-4.98) (5.03) (3.15) (7.95) (-3.70) (-21.48) (-3.30)
ER3 0.836 -0.737 -1.155 1.478 1.061 1.169 -0.422 -1.782 -0.835 0.30
(2.35) (-1.38) (-2.99) (2.67) (2.23) (4.83) (-1.28) (-12.69) (-2.83)
ER6 0.894 -0.831 -1.054 1.365 1.050 1.016 -0.381 -1.495 -0.638 0.28
(2.50) (-1.43) (-2.27) (2.68) (1.92) (4.55) (-0.84) (-9.15) (-2.18)
ER12 1.002 -0.961 -0.964 1.246 1.068 0.836 -0.327 -1.047 -0.493 0.25
(2.52) (-1.49) (-2.03) (2.67) (1.79) (3.81) (-0.73) (-5.90) (-1.69)
ER24 0.932 -1.065 -0.804 1.086 1.070 0.663 -0.263 -0.623 -0.314 0.22
(2.52) (-1.76) (-1.84) (2.75) (1.76) (3.32) (-0.73) (-3.21) (-1.05)
Panel B: D08=1 for the 2nd half of 2008
ER1 0.853 -0.997 -1.319 0.374 3.574 1.062 -1.012 -1.956 -0.875 0.33
(2.16) (-1.60) (-3.34) (0.57) (3.32) (3.99) (-5.04) (-12.04) (-2.60)
ER3 0.861 -0.833 -1.243 0.433 3.056 0.893 -0.774 -1.767 -0.928 0.31
(2.67) (-1.73) (-3.30) (0.69) (3.45) (5.17) (-5.03) (-12.90) (-3.24)
ER6 0.916 -0.921 -1.136 0.418 2.805 0.761 -0.711 -1.478 -0.718 0.30
(3.73) (-2.30) (-3.29) (0.78) (3.79) (6.39) (-4.51) (-11.81) (-3.15)
ER12 1.017 -1.050 -1.038 0.411 2.528 0.605 -0.636 -1.027 -0.552 0.27
(3.61) (-2.28) (-2.54) (0.77) (3.58) (4.46) (-3.90) (-6.40) (-2.68)
ER24 0.935 -1.153 -0.865 0.423 2.088 0.472 -0.536 -0.600 -0.336 0.23
(2.81) (-2.22) (-1.77) (0.84) (2.63) (2.40) (-2.34) (-3.50) (-1.26)
Independent variables include: RSP and REM : the 1-week returns (in percent) on the S&P 500 Index and
the MSCI Emerging Asia Index. REPO: the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury bonds
held by primary dealers in trillion dollars. IIP13: the 13-week change in index positions (million contracts)
from the Masters algorithm. MMS13 and OI13: the 13-week changes in managed-money spread positions
and total open interest (million contracts). AV B: the 1-week change in average basis. Rlag: lagged excess
return. Dummy variable D08 is equal to 1 for the first and second half of 2008, respectively. Dependent
variable ERm is the 1-week realized excess return (in percent) on WTI crude oil futures contract that expires
in m months. Independent variables are standardized by dividing by standard deviations. Standard errors
are adjusted by Newey-West’s approach and t statistics are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.6: Coefficients Estimates for 1-Week Excess Return Forecasting for WTI Crude Oil
with Index Positions from the Masters Algorithm, 1/19/2010 - 12/29/2015
RSP REM REPO IIP13 MMS13 OI13 AV B Rlag R
2
adj
ER1 -0.764 0.464 -0.209 -0.674 0.426 -0.051 -0.138 -0.294 0.060
(-1.48) (1.03) (-0.66) (-2.72) (1.26) (-0.16) (-0.43) (-0.77)
ER3 -0.739 0.483 -0.177 -0.620 0.356 -0.023 -0.159 -0.287 0.060
(-1.43) (1.08) (-0.59) (-2.68) (1.11) (-0.08) (-0.58) (-0.82)
ER6 -0.687 0.446 -0.167 -0.571 0.319 -0.036 -0.164 -0.244 0.060
(-1.39) (1.02) (-0.59) (-2.70) (1.06) (-0.13) (-0.65) (-0.79)
ER12 -0.577 0.400 -0.138 -0.498 0.290 -0.053 -0.159 -0.203 0.050
(-1.32) (0.99) (-0.54) (-2.82) (1.12) (-0.20) (-0.72) (-0.82)
ER24 -0.362 0.301 -0.100 -0.384 0.279 -0.091 -0.164 -0.217 0.050
(-1.01) (0.90) (-0.46) (-2.76) (1.31) (-0.42) (-0.91) (-1.07)
Independent variables include: RSP and REM : the 1-week returns (in percent) on the S&P 500 Index
and the MSCI Emerging Asia Index. REPO: the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury
bonds held by primary dealers in trillion dollars. IIP13: the 13-week change in index positions (million
contracts) from the Masters algorithm. MMS13 and OI13: the 13-week changes in managed-money spread
positions and total open interest (million contracts). AV B: the 1-week change in average basis. Rlag:
lagged excess return. Dependent variable ERm is the 1-week realized excess return (in percent) on WTI
crude oil futures contract that expires in m months. Independent variables are standardized by dividing by
standard deviations. Standard errors are adjusted by Newey-West’s approach and t statistics are shown in
parentheses.
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Table 3.7: Coefficients Estimates for 1-Week Excess Return Forecasting for WTI Crude Oil
with Index Positions from the Gilbert Algorithm
I II III IV V
RSP 0.745 0.814 0.742 0.799 -0.748
(3.47) (2.28) (3.87) (3.32) (-1.46)
REM -0.784 -0.763 -0.788 -0.804 0.482
(-1.95) (-1.31) (-2.20) (-2.04) (1.04)
REPO -1.377 -1.439 -1.376 -1.434 -0.201
(-4.75) (-3.62) (-5.29) (-4.58) (-0.63)
Gilbert13 1.860 0.798 1.884 0.776 -0.567
(10.36) (2.00) (9.91) (2.65) (-1.89)
Gilbert13 ∗D08 1.509 -0.156 1.975
(3.47) (-0.73) (5.22)
MMS13 0.825 0.910 0.820 0.877 0.463
(7.39) (5.66) (7.87) (6.42) (1.32)
OI13 -0.043 -0.328 -0.048 -0.482 -0.007
(-0.22) (-1.20) (-0.27) (-2.33) (-0.02)
AV B -1.948 -1.963 -1.947 -1.948 -0.181
(-16.68) (-11.23) (-18.88) (-16.90) (-0.58)
Rlag -0.890 -0.977 -0.889 -0.992 -0.312
(-3.28) (-2.63) (-3.67) (-3.76) (-0.83)
R2adj 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.33 0.05
We estimate five models: SNG’s model with index positions from the Gilbert algorithm for SNG’s sample
period (column I); Model I plus dummy for 2008 (column II); model (I) plus dummy for the first half of 2008
(column III); model (I) plus dummy for the second half of 2008 (column IV); and model (I) for the post-
sample period (column V). Independent variables include: RSP and REM : the 1-week returns (in percent)
on the S&P 500 Index and the MSCI Emerging Asia Index. REPO: the 1-week change in overnight repo
positions on Treasury bonds held by primary dealers in trillion dollars. Gilbert13: the 13-week change in
index positions (million contracts) from the Gilbert algorithm. MMS13 and OI13: the 13-week changes
in managed-money spread positions and total open interest (million contracts). AV B: the 1-week change
in average basis. Rlag: lagged excess return. Dependent variable is the 1-week realized excess return (in
percent) on WTI crude oil futures contract that expires in one month. Independent variables are standardized
by dividing by standard deviations. Standard errors are adjusted by Newey-West’s approach and t-statistics
are shown in parentheses.
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Table 3.8: Coefficients Estimates for 1-Week Excess Return Forecasting for WTI Crude Oil
with Index Positions from Alternative Sources, 6/13/2006 - 1/12/2010
RSP REM REPO IIP13 MMS13 OI13 AV B Rlag R
2
adj
Panel A: Index positions from the iShares S&P GSCI Commodity-Indexed Trust (GSG)
ER1 0.936 -0.884 -1.253 0.568 1.243 0.291 -1.950 -0.555 0.25
(2.08) (-1.19) (-2.57) (1.27) (2.97) (0.47) (-9.86) (-1.85)
ER3 0.942 -0.728 -1.186 0.512 1.048 0.403 -1.781 -0.687 0.24
(2.01) (-1.08) (-2.48) (1.22) (3.00) (0.62) (-9.50) (-2.15)
ER6 0.987 -0.828 -1.080 0.463 0.906 0.373 -1.493 -0.486 0.23
(2.28) (-1.27) (-2.34) (1.19) (2.86) (0.60) (-7.81) (-1.55)
ER12 1.080 -0.967 -0.982 0.397 0.734 0.357 -1.033 -0.321 0.20
(2.62) (-1.47) (-2.15) (1.13) (2.53) (0.63) (-5.20) (-0.97)
ER24 0.997 -1.073 -0.814 0.296 0.581 0.313 -0.611 -0.139 0.16
(2.53) (-1.80) (-1.95) (0.97) (2.32) (0.65) (-2.86) (-0.40)
Panel B: Index positions from the Fund
ER1 1.003 -1.012 -1.449 0.452 1.270 0.299 -2.076 -0.537 0.26
(2.23) (-1.36) (-2.60) (0.68) (2.89) (0.43) (-8.50) (-1.42)
ER3 1.020 -0.850 -1.360 0.370 1.073 0.413 -1.883 -0.677 0.25
(1.95) (-1.18) (-2.38) (0.62) (2.97) (0.54) (-8.14) (-1.90)
ER6 1.050 -1.012 -1.266 0.358 0.935 0.362 -1.554 -0.388 0.24
(2.14) (-1.46) (-2.31) (0.69) (2.85) (0.49) (-6.90) (-1.08)
ER12 1.130 -1.205 -1.187 0.400 0.756 0.336 -1.045 -0.171 0.22
(2.31) (-1.71) (-2.24) (0.87) (2.51) (0.51) (-4.66) (-0.44)
ER24 1.039 -1.325 -1.030 0.418 0.592 0.300 -0.595 0.004 0.19
(2.16) (-2.11) (-2.19) (1.06) (2.25) (0.55) (-2.56) (0.01)
Independent variables include: RSP and REM : the 1-week returns (in percent) on the S&P 500 Index
and the MSCI Emerging Asia Index. REPO: the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury
bonds held by primary dealers in trillion dollars. IIP13: the 13-week change in index positions (million
contracts) from the GSG or the Fund. MMS13 and OI13: the 13-week changes in managed-money spread
positions and total open interest (million contracts). AV B: the 1-week change in average basis. Rlag:
lagged excess return. Dependent variable ERm is the 1-week realized excess return (in percent) on WTI
crude oil futures contract that expires in m months. Independent variables are standardized by dividing by
standard deviations. Standard errors are adjusted by Newey-West’s approach and t statistics are shown in
parentheses.
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Table 3.9: The p-values for Testing Fixed Ratio Relation in Index Positions between Agri-
cultural Commodities Using the SCOT Data, Weekly, 1/3/2006 - 12/29/2015, Excluding
January Roll Periods
06-15 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Panel A: Markets that are unique to the S&PGSCI
Gross long
KW/FC 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00
KW/CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05
FC/CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Net long
KW/FC 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00
KW/CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
FC/CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00
Panel B: Twelve agricultural commodity markets included in the SCOT report
Gross long # 0 2 6 12 1 8 8 5 7 9 9
Gross long % 0 3.0 9.1 18.2 1.5 12.1 12.1 7.6 10.6 13.6 13.6
Net long # 0 3 3 8 1 2 3 2 6 8 2
Net long % 0 4.6 4.6 12.1 1.5 3.0 4.6 3.0 9.1 12.1 3.0
# of pairs 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66
Panel A reports the p values of F test on the null hypothesis that index position ratios are annually fixed
between commodities that are unique to the S&PGSCI, including Kansas wheat (KW ), feeder cattle (FC),
and cocoa (CC). Panel B reports the number and percentage of cases in which the fixed ratio assumption
is not rejected. Ratios are computed based on both gross long and net long index positions from the CFTC
SCOT report.
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Table 3.10: The p-values for Testing Fixed Ratio Relation in Index Positions between WTI
Crude Oil and Agricultural Commodities Using the IID Report
CC KC C CT FC LH LC BO S SB W KW Gilbert
Gross long, quarterly, December 2007 - September 2015
0.24 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.13 0.02 0.03 0.00
Net long, quarterly, December 2007 - September 2015
0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.00
Gross long, monthly, June 2010 - October 2015
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Net long, monthly, June 2010 - October 2015
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Entries report p values of F test on the null hypothesis that index position ratios between WTI crude oil and
agricultural commodities are annually fixed. Agricultural commodities include Cocoa (CC), Coffee (KC),
corn (C), cotton (CT), feeder cattle (FC), lean hogs (LH), live cattle (LC), soybean oil (BO), soybeans (S),
sugar (SB), Chicago wheat (W), and Kansas wheat (KW). Gilbert measure is constructed as the aggregate of
agricultural index positions based on Equation (3.9). Ratios are computed based on both gross long and net
long index positions from the CFTC IID report. The IID are available on a quarterly basis from December
2007 and on a monthly basis from June 2010 through October 2015.
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Table 3.11: Coefficients Estimates for 1-Week Excess Return Forecasting for WTI Crude
Oil with Index Positions in Kansas Wheat, Feeder Cattle, and Soybean Oil, 6/13/2006 -
1/12/2010




ER1 0.859 -0.947 -1.189 0.885 1.270 -0.199 -1.891 -0.495 0.25
(2.45) (-1.46) (-3.11) (1.29) (2.99) (-0.63) (-13.69) (-1.92)
ER3 0.874 -0.790 -1.124 0.657 1.063 0.016 -1.721 -0.573 0.24
(2.33) (-1.27) (-2.37) (1.13) (3.01) (0.03) (-10.85) (-1.81)
ER6 0.928 -0.888 -1.022 0.561 0.918 0.041 -1.442 -0.372 0.22
(2.34) (-1.38) (-2.12) (1.08) (2.83) (0.07) (-8.37) (-1.25)
ER12 1.031 -1.024 -0.931 0.484 0.749 0.069 -1.000 -0.226 0.19
(2.52) (-1.54) (-2.04) (1.08) (2.55) (0.13) (-4.99) (-0.69)
ER24 0.963 -1.126 -0.772 0.431 0.593 0.075 -0.588 -0.074 0.16
(2.33) (-1.86) (-1.98) (1.19) (2.31) (0.18) (-2.78) (-0.22)
Feeder cattle
ER1 0.870 -0.895 -1.172 1.191 1.179 -0.280 -1.964 -0.554 0.27
(2.91) (-1.75) (-3.19) (3.21) (4.14) (-1.28) (-13.17) (-1.64)
ER3 0.871 -0.757 -1.099 1.249 0.982 -0.183 -1.793 -0.680 0.27
(4.42) (-2.43) (-4.31) (5.07) (5.90) (-1.06) (-19.51) (-3.65)
ER6 0.924 -0.855 -0.995 1.254 0.841 -0.201 -1.514 -0.512 0.26
(3.89) (-2.12) (-2.89) (3.71) (4.36) (-0.91) (-11.40) (-2.06)
ER12 1.027 -0.990 -0.905 1.216 0.675 -0.191 -1.068 -0.386 0.24
(3.21) (-1.94) (-2.12) (3.07) (2.92) (-0.66) (-6.08) (-1.62)
ER24 0.954 -1.098 -0.749 1.091 0.523 -0.159 -0.644 -0.213 0.20
(2.98) (-2.03) (-1.62) (3.33) (2.34) (-0.54) (-3.59) (-0.87)
Soybean oil
ER1 0.871 -0.794 -1.267 0.645 1.234 0.165 -1.918 -0.513 0.25
(2.17) (-1.25) (-2.47) (2.03) (3.38) (0.23) (-10.40) (-1.65)
ER3 0.889 -0.679 -1.178 0.425 1.035 0.288 -1.741 -0.583 0.23
(2.28) (-1.19) (-2.37) (1.85) (3.25) (0.39) (-10.34) (-1.80)
ER6 0.944 -0.792 -1.066 0.346 0.894 0.274 -1.461 -0.385 0.22
(2.39) (-1.34) (-2.15) (1.72) (3.00) (0.39) (-8.31) (-1.26)
ER12 1.042 -0.934 -0.974 0.354 0.729 0.269 -1.017 -0.251 0.19
(2.52) (-1.51) (-2.07) (1.73) (2.58) (0.43) (-5.09) (-0.74)
ER24 0.966 -1.038 -0.816 0.386 0.575 0.252 -0.602 -0.112 0.16
(2.31) (-1.84) (-2.09) (1.91) (2.27) (0.52) (-2.78) (-0.32)
Independent variables include: RSP and REM : the 1-week returns (in percent) on the S&P 500 Index and
the MSCI Emerging Asia Index. REPO: the 1-week change in overnight repo positions on Treasury bonds
held by primary dealers in trillion dollars. IIP13: the 13-week change in index positions (million contracts)
in Kansas wheat, feeder cattle, and soybean oil from the CFTC SCOT report. MMS13 and OI13: the 13-
week changes in managed-money spread positions and total open interest (million contracts) in WTI crude
oil. AV B: the 1-week change in average basis for WTI crude oil. Rlag: lagged excess return. Dependent
variable ERm is the 1-week realized excess return (in percent) on WTI crude oil futures contract that expires
in m months. Independent variables are standardized by dividing by standard deviations. Standard errors
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the Masters algorithm
Figure 3.1: Nearby prices of WTI crude oil (left scale) and index positions from the Masters
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Figure 3.2: Adjusted R2 and coefficient estimates in predicting crude oil returns on the
1-month contract as a function of m-week changes in index positions from the Masters



















Figure 3.3: Standardized index position measures from the Masters algorithm, the Gilbert
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(a) Index position ratios between Kansas wheat and feeder cattle based on the SCOT
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(b) Index position ratios between the IID positions of WTI crude oil and Gilbert
measure, monthly, June 2010 - October 2015


























































Figure 3.5: WTI crude oil index positions from the IID, the Masters algorithm, and the
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(c) SCOT gross long index positions of Kansas wheat


















































































































Nearby crude oil prices 13-week changes in gross long index positions
(c) Soybean oil
Figure 3.7: Nearby prices of WTI crude oil and 13-week changes in gross long index positions
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Figure 3.8: Index position measure of WTI crude oil from the Gilbert algorithm and net
long index positions of twelve agricultural commodities from the SCOT report, normalized
(1/3/2006 = 100), weekly, 1/3/2006 - 12/29/2015
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CHAPTER 4
VOLATILITY RISK PREMIUM IN SELECTED
AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY MARKETS: PRICING, TERM
STRUCTURE AND DETERMINANTS
4.1 Introduction
The past one and half decades have witnessed dramatic changes in agricultural commodity
prices. For example, the prices of corn, soybeans, and wheat repeatedly reached peaks from
2003-2016 and the prices of live cattle and lean hogs hit record highs in 2014 and collapsed
afterwards (Figure 4.1). Volatility also fluctuated substantially, with annualized monthly
volatility ranging from 10-65% for grains and 5-40% for livestock. The changing environment
has posed important challenges for market participants. Unexpected volatility increases in a
marketing context can cause a deterioration of hedging effectiveness when using forward or
futures contracts (Wilson and Dahl, 2009). Similarly, commodity options, whose premium
directly depends on volatility, will become more costly to use in periods of high volatility.
The notion that price volatility changes in agricultural commodity markets is well doc-
umented. Researchers have focused on characterizing the structure of price volatility and
identifying its determinants such as production seasons, trading volumes, level of inventories,
and some macroeconomic and financial variables (e.g., Goodwin and Schnepf, 2000; Karali
and Thurman, 2010; Karali and Power, 2013; Prokopczuk and Symeonidis, 2015; Robe and
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Wallen, 2016). Another line of research has attempted to forecast future volatility in com-
modity markets using either option implied volatility or forecasts based on time series models
(e.g., Szakmary et al., 2003; Agnolucci, 2009; Brittain et al., 2011). Their results, despite
being informative, explain only a small portion of variation in commodity price volatility
and demonstrate the difficulty in forecasting price volatility particularly in an out-of-sample
context at long horizons. The difficulties in explaining and forecasting volatility highlight
the need for developing a better understanding of market-related volatility risk and motivate
us to ask several important questions: Is volatility risk priced in commodity markets? If so,
is volatility risk priced differently between the short run and long run? How does volatility
risk premium change over time? Developing answers to these questions will provide decision
makers with a more comprehensive understanding of risk and market behavior in commodity
markets.
This paper investigates volatility risk along three dimensions—pricing, term structure,
and determinants. We measure volatility risk premiums using gains on delta-neutral strad-
dles that consist of simultaneously buying calls and puts at the same strike price and expi-
ration date in proportion to their deltas. By construction, delta-neutral straddles are not
sensitive to price changes but are sensitive to changes in volatility. We show that in a general
stochastic volatility model the delta-neutral straddle gain scaled by futures price is deter-
mined by volatility risk premium and vega, which measures the sensitivity of straddle price
to volatility and can be interpreted as an exposure to volatility risk. Considering long strad-
dles whose vegas are always positive, their gains should have the same sign as volatility risk
premium. Moreover, we show that the scaled straddle gain, defined as delta-neutral straddle
gain divided by futures price, is not sensitive to futures price and volatility, allowing us to
characterize the term structure and time series variation of volatility risk premium.
Using options data in five agricultural commodity markets—corn, soybeans, wheat, live
cattle, and lean hogs—for 2003-2016, we first find that the average gains on delta-neutral
straddles with short maturities (no more than 2 months) are negative and statistically sig-
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nificant, suggesting that volatility risk is priced with a negative premium in the grains and
livestock markets. Subsample analysis shows that volatility risk premium is negative most of
the time. Next, we construct delta-neutral straddles that have maturities between 11 days
(0.5 months) to 10 months to reveal a term structure of volatility risk premium. Surpris-
ingly, the scaled straddle gain is negative and large in absolute value at short maturities but
approaches zero at long maturities for all commodities, indicating a sharply decreasing term
structure in volatility risk premium. This suggests that volatility risk is priced primarily in
the short run in agricultural commodity markets. Last, we employ a regression model to
examine the determinants of volatility risk premium. Estimation results show that volatility
risk premium is more negative when a higher volatility is expected. Macroeconomic and fi-
nancial variables such as the VIX index provide limited power in explaining the time-varying
volatility risk premium in the grains and livestock markets. In contrast, volatility risk pre-
mium is inversely related to changes in trading volumes of futures contracts and becomes
more pronounced on the days right before the release of USDA reports. Including jump risk
does not undermine the role of volatility risk.
Our findings contribute directly to the growing literature on variance risk premium (e.g.,
Coval et al., 2001; Bakshi and Kapadia, 2003; Carr and Wu, 2009; Trolle and Schwartz,
2010; Bollerslev et al., 2011; Bondarenko, 2014; Carr and Wu, 2016).1 Using different data
and methods, these studies provide compelling evidence of a negative variance risk premium
in financial markets. However, studies on variance risk premium in agricultural commodity
markets are scant. Following financial literature, Wang et al. (2012) define variance risk
premium as the difference between realized variance and model-free implied variance and find
a negative variance risk premium in the corn market for 1987-2009. Triantafyllou et al. (2015)
obtain similar results in the corn, soybeans, and wheat markets and show that volatility risk
premium helps predict futures returns. Prokopczuk and Simen (2014) extend the analysis to
21 commodity markets and find significantly negative variance risk premiums in most markets
1Variance risk premium and volatility risk premium are highly correlated and both terms are used in
literature. We use volatility risk premium throughout the paper.
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for 1989-2011. All these studies rely on a model-free implied volatility, which is derived from
the whole set of options with different strikes. The prices of out-of-the-money options may
be biased because of thin trading and volatility smile—volatility increases as option becomes
increasingly out-of-the-money. Hence, the difference between realized volatility and model-
free implied volatility may reflect not only a variance risk premium but compensations for
illiquidity or jumps. More importantly, these studies focus only on volatility risk premiums
at fixed maturities (e.g., 60 or 90 days) and ignore the possibility that volatility risk can
be priced differently at various horizons. In addition, they provide little knowledge about
the time series variation of volatility risk premium in agricultural commodity markets. This
paper complements the literature by employing a different measure—(scaled) delta-neutral
straddle gains—to examine the pricing of volatility risk in agricultural commodity markets.
We also extend the literature by identifying the term structure of volatility risk premium
and the determinants that help explain the time series variation of volatility risk premium.
Our work is closely related to the literature on option mispricing in commodity markets.
Research has shown that implied volatility tends to be an upward biased forecast of realized
volatility for grains and livestock (e.g., Szakmary et al., 2003; Egelkraut and Garcia, 2006;
Brittain et al., 2011). A negative volatility risk premium provides a potential explanation
for the seeming overpricing of commodity options.2 When option prices contain a com-
ponent for compensating volatility risk, implied volatility based on models that assume a
constant volatility may appear overpriced. This is consistent with Doran and Ronn (2008),
who demonstrate that a negative market price of volatility risk is the key in explaining
the disparity between risk-neutral and realized volatility in the energy commodity markets.
Other studies assess option mispricing by examining returns on calls, puts, and straddles,
and generally, find no significant profits in the grains and livestock markets except straddles
2Branger and Schlag (2005) argue that the seeming overpricing of options is caused by a path-peso
problem—investors consider rare but possible underlying price paths when pricing options although these
paths may fail to realize. In other words, a path-peso problem emerges because options are priced based
on different price paths from the underlying asset. This is true when implied volatility is used to forecast
realized volatility because the former relies on option prices and the latter relies on underlying futures prices.
In this paper, the path-peso problem is alleviated because straddle gains only depend on option prices.
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for live cattle (Brittain et al., 2011; Urcola and Irwin, 2011). Consistent with their results,
we show that volatility risk premium, despite statistically significant, cannot be realized by
simple strategies such as selling straddles under a reasonable level of transaction costs. So,
the existence of a volatility risk premium does not necessarily imply that commodity option
markets are inefficient from an arbitraging perspective.
4.2 Methods
In this section, we describe the construction of delta-neutral straddles, establish a direct
relationship between delta-neutral straddle gains and volatility risk premium in a general
stochastic volatility model, and provide testable implications for empirical analyses.
4.2.1 Delta-neutral straddles
A straddle is a popular strategy in options trading that consists of simultaneously buying
or selling a call and a put at the same striking price and expiration date. Coval et al.
(2001) motivate the use of delta-neutral straddles to study the pricing of higher moments of
underlying asset returns. Since delta measures the degree to which an option is exposed to
price changes of the underlying asset, the prices of delta-neutral straddles are not sensitive
to underlying price changes but are sensitive to changes in volatility. Delta-neutral straddles
generate nonzero gains when realized volatility differs from market expectation (implied
volatility). Conversely, delta-neutral straddles have zero gains when realized volatility and
the market implied volatility are the same. This can occur if both are equally accurate or
equally inaccurate—that is, when the measures are so diffuse that trading is limited. We
follow Coval et al. (2001) to construct delta-neutral straddles by combining calls and puts
with the same strike price and expiration date in proportion to their deltas. Specifically,
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delta-neutral straddles are obtained by solving the problem,
U = xC + (1− x)P, (4.1)
x∆C + (1− x)∆P = 0, (4.2)
where U is the delta-neutral straddle price, C is the call price, P is the put price, x is the
weight invested in the call, and ∆C and ∆P are the deltas of the call and the put, respectively.
We solve x = −∆P
∆C−∆P
from Equation 4.2 such that the delta of the call is offset by that of the
put, and buy calls and puts to form a long delta-neutral straddle. For implementation, we
use Black’s (1976) model to calculate the deltas. This approach, while is subject to potential
errors due to model misspecification, is standard practice in industry and has been shown
to be quite accurate in academic research (Bakshi and Kapadia, 2003).
4.2.2 Delta-neutral straddles and volatility risk premium
We show next that, in a general stochastic volatility model, delta-neutral straddle gains are
directly associated with volatility risk premium.
Assume that futures price and return volatility are stochastic and follow a two-dimensional
diffusion process under the physical probability measure,3
dFt
Ft
= µt[Ft, σt]dt+ σtdWt,1, (4.3)
dσt = θt[σt]dt+ ηt[σt]dWt,2, (4.4)
where Ft is the futures price at time t, σt is the futures return volatility, µt[Ft, σt] is the
drift coefficient on futures return, θt[σt] and ηt[σt] are the drift and diffusion coefficients on
3The idea is similar to Bakshi and Kapadia (2003), who link delta-hedged portfolio gains to volatility
risk premium, and also similar to Cremers et al. (2015) who show that delta-neutral straddle returns are
proportional to innovations in volatility. Delta-neutral straddle gains and delta-hedged gains are strongly
correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.96 in our data.
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volatility, and Wt,1 and Wt,2 are Brownian motions with a correlation coefficient of ρ. Note
that volatility follows an autonomous process so that θt and ηt are functionally independent
of Ft, which is commonly assumed in literature.

































Standard arbitrage arguments indicate that the price of any derivative must satisfy the





















Ftσtηtρ− rUt = 0, (4.6)
where λt is the volatility risk premium in a general functional form and r is the risk-free














Let Ut denote the price of a delta-neutral straddle. Since
∂U
∂F








Rearranging Equation (4.8) and taking expectations gives,




where Et[·] is the expectation operator under the physical probability measure, dUt is the
delta-neutral straddle gain, ∂U
∂σ
is the vega that measures the sensitivity of straddle price to
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volatility and can be interpreted as an exposure to volatility risk, and λt is the volatility risk
premium. Equation (4.9) states that when volatility is constant as assumed in the Black-
Scholes world or volatility risk is not priced, delta-neutral straddles should have, on average,
zero net gains. In presence of stochastic and priced volatility, delta-neutral straddle gains
are determined by volatility risk premium and exposure to volatility risk (vega). Note that
the vega changes with futures price and volatility. To isolate volatility risk premium, we









For at-the-money straddles in a Black-Scholes world, the straddle’s price is approximately





T − t, where T−t is the








This says that the vega scaled by futures price is independent of the levels of futures price
and volatility but increases in time to maturity, suggesting that scaled straddle gains are
largely determined by volatility risk premium.
For implementation, we construct long delta-neutral straddles on a daily basis. Specifi-
cally, at the closing of trading on a given day, we pick the call and put pair with the same
strike price (within the range of 97-103% of the futures price) and expiration date, and hold
x calls and 1− x puts for one day (x is derived from Equation (4.2)). We sell the positions
and pick new pairs of options the next day. Note that there can be multiple pairs of calls
and puts with different expiration dates on a single day, resulting in multiple delta-neutral
straddles. It is also possible that there is no pair of options on some days due to data filtering
(described in Data section), but these days account for a small portion of total observations.
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4.2.3 Implications
Three specific testable implications follow from Equation (4.10). First, since vega is always
positive for long straddles, delta-neutral straddle gains should have the same sign as volatility
risk premium—a positive (negative) gain implies a positive (negative) volatility risk premium.
This result also holds for scaled straddle gains and does not rely on an identification or
estimation of the volatility process. Presumably, investors dislike volatile states of the world
and buying straddles provides an insurance against such volatile states, so volatility risk
premium is expected to be negative. Second, scaled delta-neutral straddle gains with different
maturities allow us to examine how volatility risk is priced at different horizons. Since scaled
vega increases in time to maturity, scaled straddle gains in absolute value are expected
to increase in time to maturity if volatility risk premium is constant or increasing across
maturities. An unexpected shape of term structure of scaled straddle gains can be attributed
to the term structure of volatility risk premium. Third, because scaled vega for at-the-money
straddles is approximately constant as futures price or volatility change, the time series
variation in scaled straddle gains is mainly driven by the time series variation of volatility
risk premium. This allows us to explain the dynamics of volatility risk premium within a
regression framework. In the following analyses, we focus on the scaled straddle gain and
examine the three implications in selected agricultural commodity markets.
4.3 Data
The dataset, obtained from the Commodity Research Bureau, consists of daily settlement
prices, trading volumes, and open interests of futures and options for five agricultural com-
modities including corn, soybeans, Chicago wheat, live cattle, and lean hogs from June 2003
to December 2016. Settlement prices instead of closing prices are used because they are less
likely to subject to rounding errors or violate non-arbitrage restrictions as they are checked
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by both pit committee members and a computer program.4 Option contracts traded on the
exchanges are one of two types, standard and serial. Standard option contracts have the
same expiration months and exercise on the underlying futures. Serial option contracts are
created for months without an expiring futures contract and exercise on the nearby month
futures. We use only standard options because serial options are thinly traded. Additional
data include 1-year London Interbank Offered Rate as a proxy of risk-free rate from the
FRED database at Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
Following research on financial and agricultural options (Bakshi and Kapadia, 2003; Ur-
cola and Irwin, 2011), we apply several filters to the options data. First, we keep only
options that have a maturity between 11 trading days (0.5 months) and 10 months for each
day. Shorter-maturity options are excluded to avoid microstructure noise that may arise
when trading is sharply reduced during the days that are close to maturity. Longer-maturity
options are also excluded because they are thinly traded and often have stale prices. Sec-
ond, at least one contract must have been traded when an option position is established
because liquid options are likely to contain more accurate information. Third, option prices
must be at least three times the minimum tick size to avoid extreme returns for very small
prices. Fourth, we restrict our sample to near-the-money options whose strikes are close to
futures prices. Specifically, options are kept only when their strike prices are between 97%
and 103% of the underlying futures price. In- and out-of-the-money options are excluded
because they have higher implied volatilities than near-the-money options (i.e., the volatility
smile). Finally, we eliminate options that violate no arbitrage constraints. Since commodity
options are American-style and can be exercised at any time, a call or put option should be
worth at least as much as the value of an immediate exercise. We do not consider this early
exercise premium because it is very small and should have a negligible impact (Driessen and
4Settlement prices for agricultural commodity options traded on CME are determined by exchange staff
based on relevant market data including, but not limited to, cleared prices, pricing data from market partic-
ipants, the settlement prices of related products and any other pricing data form sources deemed reliable by
staff. Although settlement prices may not be based on actual trades, they should at least partially reflect how
market participants perceive on future risk. If so, settlement prices should be effective to measure volatility
risk premium even though they are not related to actual trades.
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Maenhout, 2013). All filters are enforced on the day when option positions are set and the
next day because calculating straddle gains requires option prices from two consecutive days.
Table 4.1 lists exchange, maturity month, tick size, contract unit, and the last trading
day of futures and options for the five agricultural commodities. Futures contracts expire
in 5 to 7 months a year and are traded on 5,000 bushels for grains and 40,000 pounds for
livestock. The exchange-specified minimum price fluctuations (tick size) are 0.25 cents per
bushel for grains and 0.025 cents per pound for livestock. Option contracts expire in the
same months as futures and have smaller or identical tick sizes, and the exercise of an option
results in one futures contract. Options trading terminates 2 to 3 weeks prior to the last
trading day of futures except for lean hogs. For example, corn futures trading ends on the
business day prior to the 15th of the maturity month while the options stop trading on the
last Friday of the preceding month. Table 4.1 also shows the average daily trading volume
and open interest of futures and options that satisfy filter criteria and have maturities less
than or equal to 2 months. Futures contracts are heavily traded with an average volume
ranging between 114,395 contracts per day for corn and 13,625 contracts per day for lean
hogs. There are much less trades in options with an average volume ranging between 1,214
contracts per day for corn and 136 contracts per day for lean hogs. Similar differences are
observed in average open interests across commodities.
4.4 Results
In this section, we use delta-neutral straddle gains to examine volatility risk premium in
agricultural commodity markets along three dimensions—pricing, term structure, and deter-
minants. We also provide an assessment of the role of jumps.
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4.4.1 Is volatility risk priced?
Table 4.2 provides descriptive statistics for daily delta-neutral straddle gains in five agricul-
tural commodity markets for June 2003-December 2016. Following previous research that
examines volatility risk premium at fixed maturities (e.g., 60 days), we use straddles with
time to maturity no longer than 2 months. Delta-neutral straddle gains are measured in
three forms—dollars per (straddle) contract, percentage of futures price, and percentage of
option price. The first and foremost finding is that the average delta-neutral straddle gains
are negative and statistically significant for all commodities from June 2003 to December
2016, supporting that volatility risk is priced and volatility risk premium is negative. This
implies that a risk-averse option buyer would be willing to pay a premium or bear a loss
to avoid volatility fluctuations and option sellers receive benefits for bearing volatility risk.
Average losses of buying a delta-neutral straddle are from $-30 for soybeans to $-12 for live
cattle per day. The distribution of daily straddle gains is asymmetric and leptokurtic for
all commodities especially for corn, suggesting that large volatility risk premiums are more
likely to happen compared to the chance implied by a normal distribution. The autocor-
relation coefficients of lag 1 (AC(1)) are close to zero for all commodities, indicating weak
persistence in volatility risk premium. To ensure that the means are not driven by extreme
values, we report the proportion of negative straddle gains in the second to last column.
There are 69.1% of the observations that have negative gains for corn and this proportion is
quite robust across commodities.
In practice, implementing delta-neutral straddles involves buying and selling options on a
daily basis, which can cause high levels of transaction costs. Given a typical bid/ask spread
of two ticks ($12.5/contract for grains or $20/contract for livestock), the average gains by
selling straddles would be substantially reduced.5 Incorporating other types of transaction
costs such as commission and brokerage fees would further decrease the gains. In this sense,
5Shah and Brorsen (2013) find that liquidity costs in futures options markets are two to three times higher
than liquidity costs in futures markets. Here, a bid/ask spread of two ticks obviously underestimates the
costs of trading commodity options.
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delta-neutral straddles should not be viewed as a trading strategy to capture volatility risk
premium although they provide important insights about volatility risk premium.
Table 4.2 also reports descriptive statistics for daily delta-neutral straddle gains in terms
of percentages of futures and option prices. Again, the average scaled straddle gains are
negative and statistically significant for all commodities. On average, the delta-neutral
straddle gain is 0.03-0.07% of the futures price. Among commodities, live cattle have the
smallest absolute value in average scaled straddle gain, indicating the smallest volatility risk
premium. This seems consistent with the fact that live cattle have the lowest variability
of price volatility (Figure 4.2). In addition, delta-neutral straddle gains are 1.72-2.34% of
option prices, meaning that agricultural commodity options are overpriced by 1.72-2.34% for
accommodating volatility risk.
To ensure that the documented findings are not driven by market regimes, we calculate
the average scaled straddle gain (by futures price) for each calendar year and present results
in Table 4.3. The average scaled straddle gains are negative in each of the years for all
commodities and statistically significant at a level of 5% based on omitted t-statistics. This
suggests that volatility risk is consistently priced with a negative premium throughout the
sample period for grains and livestock. Moreover, the average scaled straddle gains tend to
be larger in absolute value during periods of significant market events. For example, the
average scaled straddle gains in absolute value peaked during the Great Recession of 2008-
09 for all commodities except live cattle, suggesting that a larger premium was required for
bearing volatility risk during periods of higher uncertainty.
Table 4.4 shows cross-market correlations of scaled straddle gains between commodities.
The Pearson correlation coefficient of scaled straddle gains is 0.37 between corn and soybeans,
0.33 between corn and wheat, and 0.21 between soybeans and wheat, and all of them are
statistically significant at a level of 1%. In contrast, the average correlation coefficient is 0.05
between grains and livestock and within livestock sector. This suggest that volatility risk
premium is moderately correlated within grains probably because these crops are grown in
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partially overlapped seasons and areas and their price volatilities subject to common shocks.
4.4.2 Term structure of volatility risk premium
To investigate the term structure of volatility risk premium, we calculate the scaled gains
of delta-neutral straddles that have maturities from 11 days (0.5 months) to 10 months.
Table 4.5 reports average scaled straddle gains grouped by time to maturity in months
and the corresponding t-statistics in parentheses. The most striking finding is that average
scaled straddle gains in absolute value exhibit a sharply decreasing term structure for all
commodities. For example, the average scaled straddle gains for corn are 0.094%, 0.054%,
and 0.031% in magnitude when time to maturity is between 0.5 and 1 months, between 1
and 2 months, and between 2 and 3 months, respectively, and continue declining for longer
maturities though at a lower rate. The t-statistics show that the average scaled straddle
gains are significantly different from zero until maturity is beyond 8 months. This term
structure can be graphically seen in Figure 4.3, in which average scaled straddle gains and
their 95% confidence intervals are plotted against time to maturity in months. Recall that
from Equation (4.10) the scaled straddle gain is determined by vega scaled by futures price
and volatility risk premium and the scaled vega is not influenced by futures price or volatility
but increases in time to maturity. Therefore, the finding that average scaled straddle gains
in absolute value decrease in maturity is the opposite of the term structure of scaled vega
and must reflect a term structure of volatility risk premium. This term structure means
that volatility risk is mainly priced within 2 months and its premium, though negative and
statistically significant, becomes much smaller in magnitude beyond 2 months. A similar
shape of term structure is observed in average scaled straddle gains for soybeans and wheat.
For live cattle and lean hogs, the average scaled straddle gains are significantly negative when
maturity is less than 2 months but do not differ from zero or even become positive (albeit
insignificant) beyond 4 months. This tendency may be related to the hedging/marketing
needs for long-maturity options by livestock producers/wholesalers within the feeding cycle.
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In addition, the confidence intervals of average scaled straddle gains are wider at longer
maturities especially for wheat and lean hogs because of the declining number of observations.
To test whether the term structure of volatility risk premium changes over time, we cal-
culate the average scaled straddle gains grouped by time to maturity for three time periods—
06/2003-12/2007, 01/2008-12/2016, and 07/2009-12/2016 and plot the results in Figure 4.4.
The last period is used to exclude the effect of the recession during 2008-09. We observe
similar shapes of the term structure in volatility risk premium for all commodities. Also,
including 2008 generates a slightly more negative volatility risk premium for corn and soy-
beans. It seems that the declining volatility risk premium is a long-standing phenomenon in
agricultural commodity markets.
Table 4.6 presents the average daily trading volumes for options that are used to construct
delta-neutral straddles at different maturities. As expected, the average volume in options
decreases in maturity for all commodities especially livestock. For example, there are 225
and 178 option contracts traded per day for live cattle and lean hogs when time to maturity
is less than 1 month. The numbers decline to 104 and 85 when time to maturity is between 3
and 4 months and even smaller at more distant horizons. In thinly traded markets, volatility
risk premium might be offset or even reversed in sign due to selling pressure exerted by
livestock producers/wholesalers to lock in a sale price within the feeding cycle. The same
offsetting effect may also emerge in grains to a lesser extent. However, liquidity is less likely
to explain the sharp decrease in volatility risk premium over a short time period (e.g., a few
days) at short maturities because liquidity conditions are similar.
Table 4.7 presents the averages of implied volatilities and their absolute changes for
options that are used to construct delta-neutral straddles at different maturities. On average,
implied volatility increases slightly as maturity decreases, suggesting that the higher volatility
risk premium at short horizons cannot be explained by an increase in volatility. The daily
absolute change in implied volatility is much higher at short horizons and declines in maturity
for all commodities, consistent with the shape of volatility risk premium. That is, a more
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variable volatility implies a larger volatility risk, which requires a more negative volatility
risk premium. A declining variability of implied volatility in maturity may reflect the view
that volatility is mean-reverted. If so, volatility tends to respond to a larger extent to news
in the short run but converges to a long-run mean at longer horizons.
Our finding that volatility risk premium in absolute value declines in maturity is consis-
tent with recent studies on the term structure of returns. Dew-Becker et al. (2017) find a
similar term structure in volatility risk premium for the stock market using variance swaps.
van Binsbergen and Koijen (2017) show that the term structure of returns prevails among
various asset classes including equity, bonds, volatility, and housing. If a decreasing risk
premium in maturity is not specific for volatility or commodity markets, there must be some
fundamental explanations that apply for different assets. More research is clearly needed for
this.
4.4.3 Time variation of volatility risk premium
Since the vega scaled by futures price has a limited variation over time, Equation (4.10)
allows us to examine the time series variation of volatility risk premium using daily scaled
straddle gains. Specifically, we estimate the following regression for each commodity,
yt,t+1 = a0 + a1IVt,T + a2TTMt + a3∆V olume
Futures








Fall + a10yt−1,t + εt, (4.11)
where yt,t+1 is the delta-neutral straddle gain between day t and t + 1 divided by futures
price at day t multiplied by 1,000. Recall that there are multiple straddles with different
maturities each day. We construct three sequences of yt,t+1 using short-, moderate-, and
long-maturity straddles, corresponding to maturities that are less than 3 months, between
3 and 6 months, and between 6 and 9 months, respectively. Figure 4.5 shows daily scaled
straddle gains in percent for the five commodities. While straddle gains are expected to
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be negative ex ante, the realized gains change considerably and provide a noisy measure of
volatility risk premium.
Explanatory variables include: (1) IVt,T , the average implied volatility of the call and
put that are used to construct the straddle at day t, which reflects a market expectation of
volatility between t and the expiration date T . It is expected to be negatively correlated
with yt,t+1 if volatility changes stochastically and a negative volatility risk premium exists.
(2) TTMt, the time to maturity expressed in number of days between t and T , which should
be positively correlated with yt,t+1 to reflect a decreasing volatility risk premium in absolute
value as time to maturity increases. (3) V olumeFuturest,t+1 , the change in futures trading volume
from t to t+ 1. Research has shown that unexpected volumes are positively correlated with
daily volatility (Bessembinder and Seguin, 1993). A positive correlation is expected since
an increase in futures volume is probably accompanied by larger price movements that may
cause greater realized straddle gains. (4) V olumeOptionst,t+1 , the change in options volume from
t to t + 1. An uncertain effect is expected because increases in options volume may be
related to larger price movements and larger realized straddle gains, but also, increases in
options volume may imply better liquidity and more negative straddle gains due to a smaller
offsetting effect. (5) DRecession, the dummy variable for the Great Recession of 2008-09,
which equals 1 for January 2008-June 2009 based on the NBER recession indicator. A
more negative volatility risk premium is expected during the recession period. (6) DUSDA,
the dummy variable that equals 1 for the day right before the release of USDA reports.
We use the World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates and U.S. Crop Production
for grains, Cattle on Feed for live cattle, and Hogs and Pigs for lean hogs. (7) DSpring,
DSummer, and DFall, the dummy variables for spring (April, May, June), summer (July,
August, September), and fall (October, November, December), respectively. (8) yt−1,t, the
lagged dependent variable controlling for possible serial correlation. We also consider several
financial and commodity specific variables such as VIX index, term spread, U.S. dollar index,
and futures basis but do not include them in the model because of insignificance. A possible
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reason is that their impacts, if any, have been captured by implied volatility since they have
been identified as determinants of volatility in agricultural commodity markets (Karali and
Power, 2013). Independent variables are standardized by dividing by their respective sample
standard deviations so that each coefficient represents the impact of a one-standard-deviation
change. The estimation is done using OLS and the reported t-statistics are based on the
Newey and West’s (1994) procedure.
Table 4.8 provides estimation results for regressions of short-maturity scaled straddle
gains. The estimated coefficient on implied volatility is negative and highly significant for
all commodities, providing direct and repeated evidence that volatility risk is priced with
a negative premium. A one-standard-deviation increase in implied volatility reduces the
short-maturity scaled straddle gain by 0.028% for corn. Consider April 18, 2017 on which
the settlement price of May 2017 corn futures is 361.6 cents/bu and the settlement prices of
the call and put with a strike price of 360 cents/bu are 3.2 cents/bu and 1.4 cents/bu. The
0.028% change in scaled straddle gain is about 0.101 cents/bu, which accounts for 3.2% and
7.2% of the call and put prices. The estimated coefficient on time to maturity is positive and
highly significant for all commodities, consistent with the term structure of volatility risk
premium identified earlier. Interestingly, the coefficients are of the same magnitude for grains,
suggesting a cross-market commonality in pricing volatility risk. The estimated coefficient
on change in futures volume is significantly positive for all commodities, implying that more
futures trades are related to a lower volatility risk premium. A possible explanation is that
unexpected trading volumes are often accompanied by a higher realized volatility and a
narrower difference between realized and implied volatility generates a lower straddle return
and a lower volatility risk premium. The estimated coefficient on change in options volume
is not significant for all commodities except lean hogs. The coefficient on dummy variable
for Great Recession is significantly positive for soybeans, suggesting a smaller volatility risk
premium during the recession period. This unexpected result is driven by a high correlation
between implied volatility and recession indicator. A univariate regression shows that the
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estimated coefficient on dummy variable for Great Recession is negative and statistically
significant for corn and wheat. The coefficient on dummy variable for the release of USDA
reports is negative and significant for four commodities. This suggests that volatility risk
premium is larger before the reports are published when the market is filled with higher
uncertainty. The coefficients on seasonal dummy variables are significantly negative for corn
in summer and fall, which means that volatility risk premium tends to be larger during the
growing and harvest seasons. Volatility risk premium is also larger in fall from October to
December for lean hogs. The lagged dependent variable is not significant for all commodities,
consistent with the weak autocorrelation identified in Table 4.2. The empirical fit of the
regressions is reasonable, with an adjusted R2 ranging between 9.18% and 14%, but points
to the fact that our model explains a small portion of the time series variation in volatility
risk premium.
Table 4.9 provides estimation results for regressions of long-maturity scaled straddle gains.
The number of observations is largely reduced because fewer options satisfy filter criteria.
Lagged dependent variable is excluded due to substantial gaps in time. The estimated
coefficients on implied volatility are still significant for grains and lean hogs but have smaller
magnitudes. The TTMt is no longer significant, consistent with a flatter term structure of
volatility risk premium at longer horizons. The estimated coefficients on other variables also
become smaller and less significant. In addition, we estimate regressions using moderate-
maturity scalded straddle gains and find that the results lie between the cases of using short-
and long-maturity scaled straddle gains.
4.4.4 Jump risk
In addition to volatility risk, delta-neutral straddle gains may also be influenced by a jump
risk. When futures prices are subject to stochastic volatility and jumps, option prices may
incorporate compensations for both volatility and jump risk. Because jumps are rare events
and hard to be estimated precisely, we follow Yan (2011) to use the slope of implied volatility
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smile to measure jumps. Specifically, jump risk is measured as the difference between im-
plied volatilities of the call and put that are used to form the straddles. The intuition is that
investors are more concerned about downside jumps such that the put is priced more expen-
sively than the call, causing a local steepness of implied volatility smile. We re-estimate the
regression model by including jump risk as an additional variable and report results in Table
4.10. The coefficient estimates on Jump are negative but not statistically significant for all
commodities, suggesting that jumps contribute little to negative straddles gains. Comparing
the results between Table 4.8 and Table 4.10, the estimated coefficients on all explanatory
variables remain the same in both magnitude and significance level and the adjusted R2 is
not improved. So, jump risk is of little importance in explaining the scaled straddle gain or
volatility risk premium.
Jump risk is not priced because there are almost no jumps in our data. Recall that
we only use near-the-money options whose strike prices are 97-103% of futures prices and
enforce this rule on the two consecutive days when straddle gains are computed. By doing
so, it implicitly imposes a cap of 6% on daily changes in futures prices and eliminates jumps.
We confirm this by computing the higher moments of futures returns. For all commodities,
the distribution of futures returns in our data is slightly skewed and has excess kurtosis close
to zero, suggesting no fat tails or jumps.
4.4.5 Robustness
For robustness, we follow previous research to use the difference between realized volatil-
ity and implied volatility as a measure of volatility risk premium and reexamine its term
structure. Given a delta-neutral straddle at t with an expiration date T , implied volatility
is computed as the average of implied volatilities of the call and put that constitute the
straddle. Correspondingly, realized volatility is the annualized standard deviation of daily
returns on the underlying futures prices from t to T . Figure 4.6 shows the average differences
between realized volatility and implied volatility grouped by time to maturity. The volatility
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differences are negative in most of the time for all commodities with exceptions of wheat,
live cattle, and lean hogs at longer horizons. This confirms our earlier finding that volatility
risk premium is negative. More importantly, the volatility differences show an increasing
pattern as time to maturity increases, just like Figure 4.3, suggesting volatility risk premium
is larger or more negative at short horizons.
We also consider an alternative measure of expected volatility in the regressions. Instead
of using implied volatility, we estimate a GARCH(1,1) model using daily futures returns over
the entire period. A continuous return sequence is constructed based on prices of nearby
futures contracts. We switch from the first nearby contract to the second nearby contract on
the date when the options on the first nearby contract expires. On contract switching days,
the returns are based on prices from the second nearby contract. Let ĥt be the estimated
conditional volatility from the GARCH model and τ = T −t be the time to maturity. The τ -
period expected volatility is defined as the average of ĥt’s over the past τ days. We reestimate
model (4.11) with this measure and report results in Table 4.11. The estimated coefficient
on GARCH-based volatility is also negative and statistically significant for all commodities,
consistent with earlier result that volatility risk premium is larger or more negative in times
of higher expected volatility.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
We investigate whether volatility risk is priced in agricultural commodity markets by ex-
amining delta-neutral straddles. In a general stochastic volatility model, we show that the
delta-neutral straddle gain scaled by futures price is a good proxy of volatility risk pre-
mium in terms of the sign, term structure, and time series variation. Results demonstrate
that volatility risk is priced with a negative premium in the grains and livestock markets.
Volatility risk premium exhibits a non-trivial term structure with the absolute value declining
sharply in maturity for all commodities. Regression results show that volatility risk premium
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is related to expected volatility, time to maturity, and changes in futures trading volumes,
and becomes more pronounced on the day right prior to the release of USDA reports.
Our findings are consistent with Wang et al. (2012) and Prokopczuk and Simen (2014)
by confirming the existence of a negative volatility risk premium in agricultural commodity
markets. A negative volatility risk premium provides a possible explanation for the seeming
overpricing of commodity options identified by previous research (e.g., Szakmary et al., 2003;
Egelkraut and Garcia, 2006; Brittain et al., 2011). This result is also consistent with Doran
and Ronn (2008) who argue that a negative market price of volatility risk is the key in
explaining the disparity between risk-neutral and realized volatility in energy markets. We
extend the literature by identifying a term structure of volatility risk premium and explaining
its dynamics. The finding that volatility risk premium decreases in maturity is consistent
with recent studies on the term structure of returns for various asset classes. For example,
(van Binsbergen and Koijen, 2017) discover a term structure of risk premium for equity,
bonds, volatility, and housing, although a consensus explanation is still absent. We provide
similar evidence on volatility risk premium in agricultural commodity markets.
Our results carry important implications for option pricing and volatility forecasting in
commodity markets. The notion that volatility risk is priced makes it necessary to assume a
negative market price of volatility risk in pricing commodity options. Moreover, a nontrivial
term structure of volatility risk premium suggests that option pricing models should allow for
a horizon-based volatility risk premium. Similarly, accounting for a volatility risk premium
may help improve the ability of forecasting future volatility. We suggest those as a direction
for future research.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.2: Descriptive Statistics for Daily Delta-Neutral Straddle Gains, Maturity ≤ 2
Months, June 2003-December 2016
Mean t-statistic Std. Dev. Skewness Ex. Kurt. AC(1) < 0 (%) Obs
Dollars per contract
Corn -15.33 -13.01 38.76 -1.55 9.03 0.08 69.1 1741
Soybeans -30.09 -14.37 78.35 -0.66 5.82 0.12 68.6 2273
Wheat -17.78 -14.30 53.12 -0.23 4.21 0.01 67.3 1815
Live Cattle -12.00 -14.25 41.72 0.39 4.36 -0.01 65.9 2376
Lean Hogs -15.12 -16.15 37.79 -0.05 1.58 0.05 69.5 1865
Percentage of futures price (%)
Corn -0.07 -17.04 0.16 -1.16 7.99 0.03 69.1 1741
Soybeans -0.06 -17.68 0.14 -0.48 2.73 0.08 68.6 2273
Wheat -0.06 -16.61 0.17 -0.10 1.84 0.01 67.3 1815
Live Cattle -0.03 -13.95 0.10 0.19 4.12 -0.01 65.9 2376
Lean Hogs -0.05 -15.49 0.13 -0.14 3.41 0.05 69.5 1865
Percentage of option price (%)
Corn -2.21 -16.49 4.93 -1.57 10.62 0.14 69.1 1741
Soybeans -2.13 -18.06 4.98 -0.75 4.68 0.14 68.6 2273
Wheat -1.92 -16.98 4.64 -0.40 1.78 0.07 67.3 1815
Live Cattle -1.72 -14.50 5.63 -0.10 6.49 0.03 65.9 2376
Lean Hogs -2.34 -15.86 5.62 -0.66 3.67 0.10 69.5 1865
The table presents the descriptive statistics for daily delta-neutral straddle gains in terms of dollars per
contract and percentages of futures price and option price, respectively. Delta-neutral straddles are formed
using options that satisfy filter criteria and have maturities less than or equal to 2 months. Ex. Kurt. is
the excess kurtosis. < 0 (%) shows the proportion of negative observations. AC(1) is the autocorrelation
coefficient of lag 1. Obs gives the total number of observations in days.
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Table 4.3: Scaled Delta-Neutral Straddle Gains for Each Year, Maturity ≤ 2 Months, June
2003-December 2016
Corn Soybeans Wheat Live Cattle Lean Hogs
2003 -0.045 -0.035 -0.056 -0.034 -0.052
2004 -0.055 -0.071 -0.044 -0.021 -0.045
2005 -0.056 -0.046 -0.055 -0.021 -0.039
2006 -0.049 -0.041 -0.076 -0.025 -0.046
2007 -0.071 -0.058 -0.072 -0.029 -0.056
2008 -0.117 -0.130 -0.078 -0.034 -0.043
2009 -0.099 -0.098 -0.101 -0.037 -0.077
2010 -0.069 -0.061 -0.076 -0.021 -0.051
2011 -0.087 -0.058 -0.073 -0.035 -0.054
2012 -0.070 -0.044 -0.044 -0.024 -0.041
2013 -0.061 -0.041 -0.058 -0.015 -0.032
2014 -0.050 -0.033 -0.052 -0.021 -0.044
2015 -0.055 -0.038 -0.043 -0.032 -0.074
2016 -0.058 -0.061 -0.050 -0.046 -0.065
The table presents the averages of scaled delta-neutral straddle gains by futures prices for each calendar
year. Delta-neutral straddles are formed using options that satisfy filter criteria and have maturities less
than or equal to 2 months.
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Table 4.4: Pairwise Correlations of Scalded Delta-Neutral Straddle Gains between Com-
modities, Maturity ≤ 2 Months, June 2003-December 2016
Corn Soybeans Wheat Live Cattle Lean Hogs
Corn 1.00
Soybeans 0.37 1.00
Wheat 0.33 0.21 1.00
Live cattle 0.06 0.05 0.04 1.00
Lean hogs 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.06 1.00
The table presents the pairwise correlation coefficients of scaled delta-neutral straddle gains by futures prices
between commodities. Delta-neutral straddles are formed using options that satisfy filter criteria and have
maturities less than or equal to 2 months. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗∗∗ indicate significance at levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%,
respectively.
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Table 4.5: Scaled Delta-Neutral Straddle Gains grouped by Time to Maturity, June 2003-
December 2016
Maturity (months) Corn Soybeans Wheat Live cattle Lean hogs
≤ 1 -0.094 -0.085 -0.094 -0.049 -0.074
(-15.46) (-14.08) (-17.03) (-15.32) (-15.27)
(1,2] -0.054 -0.043 -0.045 -0.016 -0.037
(-9.28) (-11.50) (-9.98) (-5.89) (-8.25)
(2,3] -0.031 -0.021 -0.022 -0.002 -0.005
(-6.49) (-5.18) (-4.40) (-0.61) (-0.83)
(3,4] -0.027 -0.027 -0.020 -0.001 -0.006
(-5.30) (-6.13) (-3.65) (-0.24) (-1.21)
(4,5] -0.023 -0.008 -0.018 0.008 0.012
(-4.72) (-1.75) (-2.55) (2.26) (1.67)
(5,6] -0.025 -0.026 -0.018 0.005 0.004
(-4.69) (-4.42) (-1.81) (1.25) (0.49)
(6,7] -0.013 -0.003 -0.001 0.003 0.008
(-2.33) (-0.54) (-0.05) (0.82) (0.95)
(7,8] -0.024 -0.018 -0.027 0.008 0.019
(-4.25) (-2.38) (-1.91) (1.58) (0.79)
(8,9] 0.002 0.005 0.028 0.021 -0.002
(0.22) (0.60) (1.32) (2.04) (-0.10)
> 9 -0.016 -0.026 -0.014 0.016 0.022
(-1.63) (-2.50) (-0.39) (1.27) (1.47)
The table presents the averages of scaled delta-neutral straddle gains during intervals based on time to
maturity in months. Delta-neutral straddles are formed using options that satisfy filter criteria. t-statistics
for the null hypothesis that the mean scaled straddle gain equals zero are provided in parentheses.
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Table 4.6: Trading Volumes in Options grouped by Time to Maturity, June 2003-December
2016
Maturity (months) Corn Soybeans Wheat Live cattle Lean hogs
≤ 1 1435 895 398 225 178
(1, 2] 1106 656 372 175 116
(2, 3] 986 556 265 140 103
(3, 4] 974 535 255 104 85
(4, 5] 759 327 197 121 77
(5, 6] 565 313 179 100 85
(6, 7] 394 242 161 94 70
(7, 8] 393 218 151 78 106
(8, 9] 395 171 169 52 83
> 9 345 161 147 58 63
The table presents the averages of daily trading volumes in options during intervals based on time to maturity
in months. Options that satisfy filter criteria are used.
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Table 4.7: Implied Volatilities and Their Absolute Changes grouped by Time to Maturity,
June 2003-December 2016
Maturity (months) Corn Soybeans Wheat Live cattle Lean hogs
Implied Volatility (%)
≤ 1 28.4 24.6 31.0 16.1 20.7
(1, 2] 30.0 25.6 31.4 16.5 23.2
(2, 3] 29.7 25.0 30.4 15.7 23.5
(3, 4] 29.8 24.9 29.7 15.2 22.7
(4, 5] 28.7 24.2 29.1 14.4 21.8
(5, 6] 29.3 24.0 28.8 13.9 20.2
(6, 7] 28.3 23.3 29.3 13.3 19.8
(7, 8] 28.1 23.3 28.4 12.7 19.4
(8, 9] 28.6 22.5 29.5 11.9 18.5
> 9 27.5 22.5 29.3 12.1 18.2
Absolute Change in Implied Volatility (%)
≤ 1 1.23 1.11 1.27 0.77 1.02
(1, 2] 0.80 0.74 0.88 0.50 0.70
(2, 3] 0.57 0.59 0.65 0.43 0.54
(3, 4] 0.53 0.52 0.58 0.37 0.40
(4, 5] 0.47 0.45 0.51 0.32 0.36
(5, 6] 0.46 0.40 0.46 0.27 0.37
(6, 7] 0.38 0.36 0.45 0.26 0.29
(7, 8] 0.41 0.34 0.41 0.20 0.30
(8, 9] 0.38 0.31 0.48 0.20 0.21
> 9 0.33 0.31 0.54 0.19 0.19
The table presents the averages of daily implied volatilities and their absolute changes during intervals based
on time to maturity in months. Implied volatilities are derived from options that satisfy filter criteria.
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Table 4.8: Results from Regressions in Explaining Short-Maturity Scaled Straddle Gains,
June 2003-December 2016
Corn Soybeans Wheat Live cattle Lean hogs
Intercept -0.135 -0.014 0.204 -0.170 -0.282
(-0.91) (-0.10) (1.11) (-1.58) (-1.74)
IV Tt -0.267 -0.333 -0.291 -0.142 -0.206
(-6.24) (-8.33) (-6.10) (-5.09) (-4.45)
TTMt 0.306 0.327 0.299 0.218 0.360
(9.50) (9.95) (10.56) (10.58) (10.96)
∆V olumeFuturest,t+1 0.155 0.232 0.360 0.179 0.148
(3.65) (7.59) (8.90) (9.12) (4.93)
∆V olumeOptionst,t+1 -0.021 0.003 -0.038 0.019 0.061
(-0.57) (0.11) (-1.15) (1.19) (1.81)
DRecession -0.091 0.255 0.258 -0.012 0.116
(-0.65) (2.11) (1.58) (-0.18) (0.91)
DUSDA -1.396 -1.471 -1.231 -0.133 -1.706
(-6.63) (-8.21) (-7.04) (-1.67) (-5.79)
DSpring 0.120 0.031 -0.123 0.019 -0.041
(1.44) (0.43) (-1.42) (0.39) (-0.47)
DSummer -0.165 0.089 -0.187 0.013 -0.024
(-1.93) (1.32) (-2.02) (0.26) (-0.26)
DFall -0.084 0.050 -0.151 0.037 -0.173
(-0.97) (0.75) (-1.76) (0.67) (-1.91)
yt−1,t 0.016 0.054 0.010 -0.002 0.053
(0.76) (2.57) (0.41) (-0.09) (2.13)
Adjusted R2 (%) 9.78 14.21 11.35 9.74 11.15
Observations 2488 2848 2540 2912 2170
Dependent variable: scaled delta-neutral straddle gain by futures price with maturities less than 3 months
multiplied by 1,000. IV Tt : average implied volatility of the call and put that form the straddle. TTMt:
time to maturity in days. ∆V olumeFuturest,t+1 : change in futures volume. ∆V olume
Options
t,t+1 : change in options
volume. DRecession: dummy variable for the Great Recession that equals to 1 for January 2008-June 2009.
DUSDA: dummy variable that equals 1 for the days right before the release of USDA reports. DSpring,
DSummer, and DFall: dummy variables for spring (April, May, June), summer (July, August, September),
and fall (October, November, December). yt−1,t: lagged dependent variable. Standard errors are corrected
by Newey and West’s (1994) procedure and the corresponding t-statistics are shown in parentheses.
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Table 4.9: Results from Regressions in Explaining Long-Maturity Scaled Straddle Gains,
June 2003-December 2016
Corn Soybeans Wheat Live cattle Lean hogs
Intercept 0.552 0.535 1.580 0.154 1.098
(1.35) (0.93) (1.25) (0.34) (1.31)
IV Tt -0.178 -0.267 -0.193 -0.070 -0.187
(-3.56) (-3.62) (-1.87) (-1.61) (-1.67)
TTMt 0.026 0.042 -0.032 0.015 0.027
(0.67) (0.76) (-0.28) (0.40) (0.36)
∆V olumeFuturest,t+1 0.097 0.181 0.315 0.141 0.084
(2.39) (3.22) (3.11) (3.63) (1.24)
∆V olumeOptionst,t+1 0.047 0.003 -0.339 0.030 -0.143
(0.58) (0.05) (-1.16) (1.03) (-1.46)
DRecession 0.025 0.698 -0.068 0.151 -0.124
(0.09) (2.04) (-0.12) (0.91) (-0.20)
DUSDA -1.062 -0.723 -1.131 0.215 -0.266
(-5.64) (-3.50) (-1.94) (1.81) (-0.51)
DSpring -0.025 0.200 -0.542 -0.038 -0.146
(-0.25) (1.35) (-2.14) (-0.44) (-0.51)
DSummer -0.257 0.016 -0.560 -0.016 -0.220
(-2.49) (0.13) (-1.94) (-0.16) (-0.80)
DFall -0.084 0.062 -0.465 0.101 -0.304
(-0.84) (0.47) (-1.74) (0.90) (-0.90)
Adjusted R2 (%) 2.30 2.94 5.00 1.58 1.20
Observations 2312 1303 526 962 329
Dependent variable: scaled delta-neutral straddle gain by futures price with maturities greater than 9 months
multiplied by 1,000. IV Tt : average implied volatility of the call and put that form the straddle. TTMt: time
to maturity in days. ∆V olumeFuturest,t+1 : change in futures volume. ∆V olume
Options
t,t+1 : change in options
volume. DRecession: dummy variable for the Great Recession that equals to 1 for January 2008-June 2009.
DUSDA: dummy variable that equals 1 for the days right before the release of USDA reports. DSpring,
DSummer, and DFall: dummy variables for spring (April, May, June), summer (July, August, Septem-
ber), and fall (October, November, December). Standard errors are corrected by Newey and West’s (1994)
procedure and the corresponding t-statistics are shown in parentheses.
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Table 4.10: Results from Regressions in Explaining Short-Maturity Scaled Straddle Gains
with Jumps, June 2003-December 2016
Corn Soybeans Wheat Live Cattle Lean Hogs
Intercept -0.137 -0.019 0.205 -0.168 -0.282
(-0.93) (-0.15) (1.12) (-1.56) (-1.74)
IV Tt -0.266 -0.335 -0.291 -0.144 -0.207
(-6.14) (-8.09) (-6.20) (-5.36) (-4.45)
TTMt 0.307 0.331 0.299 0.219 0.360
(10.34) (10.01) (10.62) (10.29) (10.96)
∆V olumeFuturest,t+1 0.154 0.228 0.359 0.180 0.148
(3.61) (7.34) (8.79) (9.44) (4.93)
∆V olumeOptionst,t+1 -0.022 0.002 -0.038 0.018 0.061
(-0.60) (0.09) (-1.19) (1.16) (1.81)
Jumpt -0.023 -0.086 -0.008 -0.037 -0.008
(-0.18) (-1.08) (-0.23) (-0.60) (-0.40)
DRecession -0.093 0.262 0.258 -0.010 0.117
(-0.59) (2.12) (1.60) (-0.16) (0.91)
DUSDA -1.395 -1.468 -1.231 -0.134 -1.706
(-6.69) (-8.26) (-6.94) (-1.70) (-5.79)
DSpring 0.119 0.032 -0.122 0.022 -0.041
(1.34) (0.44) (-1.41) (0.44) (-0.47)
DSummer -0.166 0.091 -0.187 0.015 -0.024
(-1.90) (1.32) (-2.02) (0.31) (-0.26)
DFall -0.086 0.051 -0.152 0.038 -0.172
(-0.93) (0.75) (-1.75) (0.70) (-1.90)
yt−1,t 0.015 0.049 0.010 -0.005 0.052
(0.74) (2.29) (0.40) (-0.17) (2.10)
Adjusted R2 (%) 9.76 14.50 11.32 9.83 11.11
Observations 2488 2848 2540 2912 2170
Dependent variable: scaled delta-neutral straddle gain by futures price with maturities less than 3 months
multiplied by 1,000. IV Tt : average implied volatility of the call and put that form the straddle. TTMt:
time to maturity in days. ∆V olumeFuturest,t+1 : change in futures volume. ∆V olume
Options
t,t+1 : change in options
volume. Jumpt: jump risk measured by the difference in implied volatility between the put and the call.
DRecession: dummy variable for the Great Recession that equals to 1 for January 2008-June 2009. DUSDA:
dummy variable that equals 1 for the days right before the release of USDA reports. DSpring, DSummer,
and DFall: dummy variables for spring (April, May, June), summer (July, August, September), and fall
(October, November, December). yt−1,t: lagged dependent variable. Standard errors are corrected by
Newey and West’s (1994) procedure and the corresponding t-statistics are shown in parentheses.
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Table 4.11: Results from Regressions in Explaining Short-Maturity Scaled Straddle Gains
using GARCH-based Volatility, June 2003-December 2016
Corn Soybeans Wheat Live Cattle Lean Hogs
Intercept -0.343 -0.484 -0.340 -0.428 -0.314
(-2.14) (-3.75) (-2.32) (-4.05) (-1.36)
hGARCHt -0.190 -0.150 -0.155 -0.071 -0.125
(-4.49) (-4.74) (-3.89) (-2.67) (-2.77)
TTMt 0.285 0.310 0.299 0.219 0.316
(8.99) (9.74) (11.01) (10.57) (9.69)
∆V olumeFuturest,t+1 0.144 0.226 0.359 0.176 0.144
(3.35) (7.27) (8.66) (8.93) (4.75)
∆V olumeOptionst,t+1 -0.024 0.002 -0.042 0.020 0.062
(-0.62) (0.09) (-1.27) (1.26) (1.86)
DRecession -0.288 -0.216 -0.023 -0.073 0.089
(-2.19) (-1.97) (-0.17) (-1.15) (0.74)
DUSDA -1.412 -1.484 -1.247 -0.128 -1.767
(-6.48) (-8.03) (-6.91) (-1.59) (-5.80)
DSpring 0.044 -0.042 -0.110 0.012 -0.065
(0.57) (-0.63) (-1.26) (0.24) (-0.79)
DSummer -0.085 0.029 -0.138 0.024 -0.076
(-0.97) (0.42) (-1.54) (0.48) (-0.87)
DFall -0.043 0.046 -0.106 0.039 -0.221
(-0.53) (0.72) (-1.22) (0.70) (-2.51)
yt−1,t 0.006 0.045 0.004 -0.006 0.046
(0.28) (2.19) (0.16) (-0.23) (1.87)
Adjusted R2 (%) 8.88 12.23 10.05 8.41 9.98
Observations 2488 2848 2540 2912 2170
Dependent variable: scaled delta-neutral straddle gain by futures price with maturities less than 3 months
multiplied by 1,000. hGARCHt : volatility based on a GARCH(1,1) model using the whole sample. TTMt:
time to maturity in days. ∆V olumeFuturest,t+1 : change in futures volume. ∆V olume
Options
t,t+1 : change in options
volume. Jumpt: jump risk measured by the difference in implied volatility between the put and the call.
DRecession: dummy variable for the Great Recession that equals 1 for January 2008-June 2009. DUSDA:
dummy variable that equals 1 for the days right before the release of USDA reports. DSpring, DSummer,
and DFall: dummy variables for spring (April, May, June), summer (July, August, September), and fall
(October, November, December). yt−1,t: lagged dependent variable. Standard errors are corrected by
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Figure 4.6: Average Differences between Realized Volatility and Implied Volatility at Differ-




Commodity futures markets have experienced large structural changes since the beginning
of the 21st century. The most significant change is the increasing participation of financial
investors. Thanks to the development of commodity indices, financial investors can access
to commodity futures markets by purchasing index-based products such as ETFs, ETNs,
and swaps. Over the same period many commodity markets underwent dramatic changes in
prices. The growing index investment and the price spike triggered a heated debate on the
role of index investors in commodity futures markets. Over the same period many commodity
markets underwent dramatic changes in prices and volatility.
The first essay examines the investment potential of commodity futures in an investor’s
portfolio. Motivated by the perception that including commodities can bring diversification
benefits to a portfolio consisting of traditional assets like stocks and bonds. To assess the
usefulness, we compare the performance between a benchmark portfolio and an expanded
portfolio spanned by including commodities. Specifically, we use three generations of com-
modity indices and 15 individual commodity futures to represent exposure to commodities.
We also control for estimation error in expected returns by using a shrinkage estimator for
expected return. Our results show that including first- and second-generation commodity
indices as well as most individual commodity futures fails to improve the portfolio’s Sharpe
ratio, while including strategy-based third-generation commodity index substantially en-
hances portfolio performance. When estimation error is controlled, the resulting portfolios
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are more diversified and stable over time, and more importantly, commodities play a much
smaller role in those portfolios. Our analysis suggests that passive investment in commodi-
ties may not be beneficial and investors should be more cautious and selective in commodity
investment activities. Future work is needed to identify under what circumstances includ-
ing commodities bring the most benefit to a portfolio. In our sample period of 1991-2015
third-generation commodity index performed better than the first two generations most of
the time, but its superior performance disappeared beginning in late 2012 as it suddenly
became closely correlated with traditional assets. It would be informative to identify the
reasons why these third-generation indices lost their attractiveness and the degree to which
the returns from momentum type strategies have evolved during this period.
The second essay investigates the impact of index investment on crude oil prices. We
focus on mapping algorithms—a way of generating index positions in crude oil based on
positions in agricultural commodities—and show how index positions based on mapping
algorithms produce a misleading impact. The identified price impact of index positions
based on mapping algorithms is mainly from the second half of 2008 and fails to persist over
a post-sample period. Theoretically, mapping algorithms are built on a fixed ratio relation
in index positions between crude oil and agricultural commodities, which does not generally
hold. Driven by position changes of a few agricultural commodities, index positions based on
mapping algorithms show a clear hump during 2008. The idiosyncratic hump of agricultural
index positions during 2008, jointly with the spike of oil prices, causes a spurious impact
of index investment on crude oil prices. Our findings do not rule out a rational impact of
index investment on commodity futures prices. For example, index traders may reduce risk
premium that accrues to speculators by providing long positions to hedgers, although they
are less likely to do so in times of financial stress (Cheng et al., 2015). Just like previous
studies our approach is subject to identification problems. Without a strictly exogenous
setting, one cannot identify a pure impact of index position changes on commodity futures
prices. Future work should be on developing more clear and stronger identification strategies.
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The third essay examines the pricing of volatility risk in agricultural commodity markets.
In a general stochastic volatility model, delta-neutral straddle gains scaled by futures price
can reflect the sign, term structure, and time series variations of volatility risk premium.
Results show that volatility risk is priced with a negative premium in the grains and livestock
markets. Volatility risk premium exhibits a non-trivial term structure with the absolute
value declining sharply in maturity. Regression analysis reveals that volatility risk premium
is related to expected volatility, time to maturity, and futures trading volume, and more
evident on the day right before the release of USDA report. Our findings suggest that it
may be important to consider a horizon-based volatility risk premium in developing new
option pricing models and forecasting future volatility. Commodity options provide a rich
area for future research to study risk pricing in commodity futures markets. For example,
we can use implied volatility, spread between implied and realized volatilities, and slope
of implied volatiles across strikes to measure the price risk, volatility risk, and jump risk,
respectively. Examining the pricing of an event (e.g., the release of USDA reports) along
these three dimensions would also be an informative area for futures research.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF FIXED RATIO RELATION
This appendix provides a proof of Equation (3.5), i.e., the positions needed to replicate the
S&PGSCI maintain fixed ratios within a calendar year except for January roll periods.
The S&PGSCI TR Index is constructed in a cumulative way (S&P Dow Jones Indices,
2015, p.42),
Sd = Sd−1(1 + CDRd + TBRd), (5.1)
where Sd is the level of the S&PGSCI TR Index, CDRd ≡ TDWdTDWd−1 − 1 is the Contract Daily
Return computed as percentage change of the Total Dollar Weight (TDW ), and TBRd is




+ Sd−1 ∗ TBRd. (5.2)
Depending on the rolling activity, we proceed the derivation in three cases.
Case 1: Non-roll days
On non-roll days, the notional value of the index on day d is equal to the sum of notional
values of positions held in each contract of commodity c plus the interest earned on the




(Xcd ∗ CSc ∗DCRP cd ) + Sd−1 ∗ TBRd, (5.3)
where Xcd is the number of contracts, CS
c is the Contract Size, and DCRP cd is the Daily
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(Xcd ∗ CSc ∗DCRP cd ). (5.4)
On non-roll days, TDWd is the sum of product of contract production weights and daily




(CPW c ∗DCRP cd ). (5.5)






CPW c ∗DCRP cd ) =
∑
c
(Xcd ∗ CSc ∗DCRP cd ). (5.6)
Note that DCRP cd is the only unknown variable on day d − 1. To replicate the index, one
has to specify Xcd on day d−1 to make sure that Equation (5.6) holds for arbitrage DCRP cd .







Equation (5.7) tells that the number of contracts that is needed to replicate the S&PGSCI
TR Index consists of two parts. The first part ( Sd−1
TDWd−1
) is predetermined on day d− 1 and
the same for all commodities, while the second part (CPW
c
CSc
) is time invariant. The position







which is constant and depends only on contract size and production weight.
Case 2: Non-January roll days
On roll days investors have to switch contracts over a 5-day window - the 5th to 9th
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business day every month. Let X1cd and X2
c
d be the positions of the old and new contracts.
In this case, the notional value of the index on day d is equal to the sum of notional values
of X1cd and X2
c




CSc(X1cd ∗DCRP1cd +X2cd ∗DCRP2cd) + Sd−1 ∗ TBRd. (5.9)
where DCRP1cd and DCRP2
c
d are the Daily Contract Reference Prices of the old and new







CSc(X1cd ∗DCRP1cd +X2cd ∗DCRP2cd). (5.10)




[CRWd ∗DCRP1cd + (1− CRWd) ∗DCRP2cd], (5.11)
where CRWd and 1 − CRWd are the Contract Roll Weights of the old and new contracts.
The CRWd is set to be 0.8, 0.6, 0,4, 0.2, and 0 on respective days over a 5-day roll period.





CPW c[CRWd ∗DCRP1cd + (1− CRWd) ∗DCRP2cd] =∑
c
CSc(X1cd ∗DCRP1cd +X2cd ∗DCRP2cd). (5.12)
To ensure that Equation (5.12) holds for arbitrage prices, the coefficients of DCRP1cd

































which is exactly the same as Equation (5.8) in Case 1.
Case 3: January roll days
On January roll days there are two changes for the index - switching contracts and
updating production weights. Let X1cd and X2
c
d be the positions of the old and new contracts.
We can obtain the same Equation (5.10) as in Case 2. Here, the difference is TDWd, which






[CPW cold∗CRWd∗DCRP1cd+CPW cnew∗(1−CRWd)∗DCRP2cd], (5.16)
where CPWold and CPWnew are the production weights of the previous and current year and
NC is the normalizing constant, which is introduced to assure the continuity of the index







[CPW cold ∗CRWd ∗DCRP1cd +CPW cnew ∗ (1−CRWd) ∗DCRP2cd] =∑
c
CSc(X1cd ∗DCRP1cd +X2cd ∗DCRP2cd). (5.17)
To ensure that Equation (5.17) holds for arbitrary prices, the coefficients of DCRP1cd












on the particular day
preceding the January roll period, which is the same for all commodities.
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CRWd ∗ CPW cold + (1− CRWd) ∗ CPW cnew
CSc
, (5.19)








[CRWd ∗ CPW c1old + (1− CRWd) ∗ CPW c1new]/CSc1
[CRWd ∗ CPW c2old + (1− CRWd) ∗ CPW c2new]/CSc2
, (5.20)
which is different from Case 1 and Case 2. On January roll days, the position ratio varies
over time because of the change of production weights.
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